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Abstract
A sound and complete axiomatization for a computation tree logic with past operators, PCTL*, is given.
The logic extends the standard branching time logic CTL* of R-generable models via the use of past-time
operators and semantics based on a ﬁnite linear past leading back from any point in any fullpath. Further-
more, the valid formulas of CTL* are also valid in PCTL*. The past operators allow us to avoid use of any
unusual rules of inference such as the ugly automata-motivated AA rule which is part of the existing complete
axiomatization for CTL*.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Propositional linear temporal logic (PLTL) based on a discrete natural numbers model of time
has many applications in computer science including the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of reactive
systems [20]. The logic was extended in [4,3] to a branching time temporal logic CTL*. The branch-
ing can be used to model indeterminacy, choice or alternative possibilities and so CTL* is useful
for reasoning about the correctness of reactive systems [5].
Despite the fact that past-time operators are not strictly necessary to express properties in the
PLTL logic [8], it was argued in [16] that their inclusion wouldmake it easier to express some natural
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properties and also support compositional reasoning. Thus, a linear time temporal logic extension
of PLTL which includes past-time operators has since been increasingly used. We call this logic TL.
There are similar motivations for introducing the past operators in CTL*. Speciﬁc applications
include the natural intuitive expression of linear properties as described in [16,21,31] or [13]; compo-
sitional reasoning [16] as an alternative to history variables; database speciﬁcations [26] and [33];
and describing classiﬁcations of temporal properties [17]. Of course, past-time operators have been
included in philosophical approaches to tense logic from the beginning [23].
There have been many suggestions for developing a CTL*-like logic with the incorporation of
past-time operators. There have been even more suggested variations on appropriate semantics.
Several involve some kind of branching past: see [28,29] and one of the logics in [12]. We do not
consider branching-past logics in this paper. Instead, we accept the usual philosophical motivations
for a linear past in combination with a branching future, so-called “historical necessity” [30]. The
idea here is that changing the past is not an option and reasoning about alternatives, choice or
indeterminacy is only about allowing for alternative future developments. In building a possible
behaviour of a system or run of a program one may sometimes want to reason about possible
alternative ways of having got to the current state but we will not be able to so: we assume that we
know the one deﬁnite way in which we did get here.
Even restricting our attention to semantics with a linear past admits variations. There is a sug-
gestion for a sort of non-cumulative past in [9] in which switching fullpaths involves starting at
time zero again. More in line with our notions of historical necessity are logics in [14,33,12]. Our
axiomatization will be for the PCTL* logic presented in [15] (modiﬁed slightly from that in [14]): an
extension of standard R-generable CTL* of total Kripke structures with evaluation points being
at indexes along fullpaths with a ﬁnite past. The path switching modality preserves this past and
quantiﬁes over all fullpaths which are exactly the same up until this index in the fullpath.
A similar branching logic with linear past is presented in [12] but its formulas are only evaluated
in tree structures. We will see in Section 4 that, despite the restriction, the set of valid formulas is
the same.
There is a vaguely similar logic presented in [33] but it allows a possibly inﬁnite past and does
not insist on a total accessibility relation. While we use the so-called non-strict temporal operators
of standard PLTL and CTL* (see Section 2), [33] uses the strict versions of the temporal operators.
More importantly, the semantics is deﬁned with respect to a ﬁxed set of fullpaths which may not be
limit-closed, i.e., closed under putting together a fullpath from ever increasing preﬁxes of fullpaths.
Thus, its set of valid formulas is very different.
As noted in [14,9], the same separation technique [7], that is often used for eliminating past-time
operators from the linear temporal logics, also applies to branching logics like PCTL* with a linear
past semantics. Thus, every PCTL* formula has a CTL* equivalent if evaluated at the start of a
fullpath. It should be noted, however, that ﬁnding a CTL* equivalent via the separation process is
not a trivial operation, it is computationally complex and it is also complicated to specify the exact
transformations needed [24].
Decidability of PCTL* follows directly from this expressibility observation along with the de-
cidability of CTL* [4]. Despite this, it is still worth trying to ﬁnd a simple explicit complete axi-
omatization for the logic. Such an axiom system may support human reasoning in the logic with
some automated support. The system can also be used to prove the correctness of alternative, more
efﬁcient reasoning processes.
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The other main reason for presenting an axiom system for PCTL* here is that PCTL* directly
extends the important CTL* logic and CTL* itself has been hard to provide with usable reasoning
systems. Apart from the original and complex automata-based method in [4] there has been little
progress here apart from a complex tableau-style approach in [27], a combined rewrite and proof
system in [22] and a complete Hilbert-style axiomatization in [25] using a rather complex inference
rule. The problem is seen as the limit closure property mentioned above. The solution in the recent
axiomatization [25] is to bring in automata and a related special rule of inference. This axiomat-
ization makes great use of automata and needs to rely on the special rule of inference to allow the
introduction of new atoms into a proof, which can be used to represent states of an automaton.
It was suggested in [24] that past-time operators and a certain safety-liveness form for TL allows
reasoning in PLTL and its extensions without recourse to automata. That paper suggested that we
could, in fact, do without the ugly automata rule if we axiomatized PCTL* instead of CTL*. The
TL safety-liveness form from [16] allows the use of future time temporal operators to be very much
restricted. There is a new proof of its existence in [24]. We give details in Section 2.
In this paper, we give the detailed proof of how the safety-liveness form and past operators can
be used so that no extra automata-theoretic machinery is needed to give a complete axiomatization
for PCTL*.
A few of the proofs of lemmas here look similar to some in [25]. However, the language used here
is richer and so the statements and proofs of the lemmas have a stronger meaning. Instead of citing
the proofs in [25] in these cases we often give the proof in full to allow careful checking in the new
context and to allow this paper to be more self-contained. There is no obvious way in which results
for CTL* could afford us many useful short cuts in our PCTL* proof.
For the reader familiar with the proof in [25] we do here and occasionally later include compar-
isons between the two proofs. Soundness in both cases is straightforward. The general framework
for the completeness proof is the same. We use a traditional step by step construction of a labelled
Kamp frame [30] so that points are labelled simply with sets of formulas. The limit is factored out
by an equivalence relation to form a tree which is the unwound Kripke model we seek.
The main problem for the truth lemma is that many branches (i.e., fullpaths) emerge in the limit
which were never explicitly constructed. In particular, we must consider formulas of the form A
which are in the label at point x along fullpath . If we do not have , x |=  then we say that  is a
bad fullpath. In both proofs, the construction is designed not to produce any bad fullpaths.
In general, there is much non-determinism in selection of labels during a step by step construc-
tion. To help guide us, we notice that the truth of formulas at a point on a branch is determined
by the sequence of state formulas (i.e., formulas whose truth at a point is independent of branch of
evaluation) along that branch. In both the proofs, a simple mechanism is developed to tell us how
we are doing during the step by step in terms of not heading towards making any bad fullpaths,
either along explicitly constructed fullpaths or along emergent ones. In both proofs, the mecha-
nism identiﬁes a simple boolean combination of state formulas turning up inﬁnitely often which is
equivalent to the construction of a bad fullpath. A “banning” procedure invented in [25] and only
slightly modiﬁed here records details about these states turning up along fullpaths and prevents this
boolean combination from holding. By doing this in a uniform way, emergent fullpaths are also
not bad.
The essential difference between the two proofs is in the state formulas which are used to form
that boolean combination. In [25], the boolean combination represents the acceptance criteria of a
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deterministic Rabin automaton which runs along fullpaths and accepts bad ones. New atoms are
introduced via the AA rule to identify the state of the automaton as it runs. In the proof for PCTL*
here we can instead use the safety-liveness form to give us some temporal formulas which do not
use future time connectives outside of state formulas. Such temporal formulas have the fullpath
independence property of state formulas and so give us a uniform mechanism as required.
The places to look out for the use of the past operators in the proof are listed now. The safety-
liveness form is shown in Lemma 3. The extra non-future formulas it gives us are put into the closure
set (determining what goes into labels in the construction) in the deﬁnition of + just before Lemma
32. In Lemmas 59–61, the results of the banning procedure in terms of the inﬁnite behaviour of the
important state formulas are exploited to establish that if any A is in a label on a fullpath then the
state subformulas of  are distributed in labels along the fullpath in the right places to make  hold.
Finally, this is used along with an induction to relate labels to truth, in the truth lemma, Lemma
65, in the A case.
The overall layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we ﬁrst revise the linear temporal
logic, PLTL with past. In Section 3, we give the full deﬁnition of PCTL*. Some useful alternative
semantics are presented in Section 4. The axiom system itself and its soundness are found in Section
5. The rest of the paper is devoted to the completeness proof.
2. Linear temporal logic with past
Consideration of the sequences of truth values along linear sequences plays an important role in
PCTL* reasoning. Thus, much of the ground work of our completeness proof can be achieved in
a linear temporal logic with past operators. The important original results about this logic can be
found in [8,16]. Here, we revise the propositional linear natural numbers time temporal logic with
past and future operators which we call TL.
We ﬁx a countable set L of atomic propositions. Formulas are evaluated in ω-structures in the
signature L. An ω-structure  = 〈0, 1, . . .〉 is a countable sequence of subsets of L where p ∈ i
represents the atom p being true at time i in the structure.
The formulas of TL are built from true and the atomic propositions in L recursively using classi-
cal connectives ¬ and ∧ as well as the temporal connectives Y , S , X and U : if  and  are formulas
then so are Y, S, X and U.
Truth of formulas is evaluated at indexes (time points) in ω-structures. We write , i |=  iff the
formula  is true at time i  0 in the sequence . This is deﬁned recursively as in Fig. 1.
As well as the usual classical abbreviations ∨, false ≡ ¬true, → and ↔, we have F ≡ trueU,
G ≡ ¬F¬, N ≡ ¬X¬, P ≡ trueS, H ≡ ¬P¬, start ≡ ¬Y true andW ≡ ¬Y¬. Note that,
as is standard in PLTL and TL, the F , G, P and H connectives are thus non-strict versions in the
sense that their semantics includes the present moment: in other contexts (e.g., in [6]) these symbols
are used to represent similar but different strict versions of the connectives. For example, the symbol
F is often used for strict future X(trueU).
If , i |=  then we say that  is amodel of  (at i). If  has a model then we say that  is satisﬁable.
If , 0 |=  then we say that  is initially satisﬁable. If , i |=  for all ω-structures  and all i then
we say that  is valid in TL and we write |=TL . We say that  is initially equivalent to  iff for any
ω-structure  we have , 0 |=  iff , 0 |= . That is, |= start→ (↔ ).
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Fig. 1. Semantics of TL.
Let TLP be the set of TL formulas which do not contain the future-time operators U or X (even
“hidden” within an abbreviation). TLP formulas play an important part in our completeness proof.
Note that behind the scenes in many of the results we use is the separation techniques of [7,6].
Although the technique is more general, it can be used to show that TL formulas are equivalent to
boolean combinations of pure past formulas (i.e., TLP formulas), pure present formulas (i.e., atoms)
and pure future formulas (i.e., TL formulas which do not contain any past-time operators).
2.1. An axiom system for TL
A complete1 proof system for TL was presented in [16].
The rules are modus ponens and temporal generalizations, past and future:
,→ 


H

G
.
We also allow any substitution instance of any propositional tautology. This can be presented
as a rule of inference (called R1 in [16]). Instead, we could add all the standard axiom schemas for
a complete system for classical propositional logic (see, for example, that in [10]) and allow any TL
substitution instance of any of them.
The axioms are all substitution instances of the schemas given in Fig. 2.
Deﬁnition 1. Let TL be derivability in the above system.
From [16] we have:
Theorem 2. TL is sound and complete for TL validity.
The sketch of the proof in [16], like the completeness proof for PLTL in [8], uses some of the
techniques that we will use later in our completeness proof. For example, we construct a model of a
1 Completeness throughout this paper will mean weak completeness, i.e., that every valid formula can be derived.
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Fig. 2. The axiom schemas for TL.
consistent formula  from a graph of points labelled with sets of formulas. The labels are maximally
consistent subsets of a ﬁnite closure set of formulas depending on . The edge relation relating one
point to another is deﬁned in terms of the formulas in each label. There is also the idea of travelling
along inﬁnite paths through this graph and making sure that outgoing edges are taken in a fair
manner when we constantly revisit points. We will call our version of this “fair scheduling.”
2.2. Safety-liveness form
In our PCTL* completeness proof, we gradually construct a tree-like model of a consistent for-
mula. Before doing so we extract an important linear formula which needs to hold along all of
its branches. To have control over the process of constructing this linear formula, we make use of
the safety-liveness form for TL formulas described in [16]. This allows the future-time operators in
only a very limited form: we need to consider a boolean combination of formulas which say that
TLP subformulas (i.e., ones which only depend on the past and present) are true inﬁnitely often or
eventually always.
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Lemma 3. Every formula of TL is initially equivalent to a formula of the form:
n∨
i=1
((GFi) ∧ (FGi)),
where i and i are TLP formulas. Furthermore, we may assume
(1) the i and i use only the atoms which appear in the original formula; and
(2) for each i, |= i → i.
The original lemma in [16] does not state the stronger result with properties (1) and (2). To prove
extra property (1), one just need to consider a valuation with any extra atoms being constantly false.
To see (2), just replace each i by i ∧ i .
The original proof in [16] ﬁrst uses separation to ﬁnd a PLTL equivalent. It then proceeds via
standard translations of a PLTL formula into an equivalent Büchi automaton (i.e., an automaton
that accepts exactly the structures which are models of the formula). The standard translations use
a result from [18] which allows us to ﬁnd a deterministic equivalent to any Büchi automaton and
so, via a recursive construction, allows us to ﬁnd a negation of a given automaton.
The automaton will be what is known as counter-free and this allows us (via results from [19])
to ﬁnd star-free regular expressions which describe various possible limiting behaviours in terms
of ﬁnite preﬁxes of the structure. Finally, these are converted into equivalent TLP formulas via a
reverse translation.
In [24], there is an alternative proof based directly on the separation property. We extend our
model of time to include a point at inﬁnity after the natural numbers. Given a TL formula  we
separate it from the point of view of the point at inﬁnity. The only interesting parts of the boolean
combination are the pure past TLP parts. We then just need to note that (the TLP formula) S
true at inﬁnity is equivalent to  ∧ (S) being true eventually always from the point of view of
time zero. Similarly, its negation corresponds to a TLP formula being true inﬁnitely often.
3. PCTL*
The branching time logic PCTL* extends both TL and CTL*.
The formulas of PCTL* are built from true and the atomic propositions in L recursively using
classical connectives ¬ and ∧ as well as the temporal connectives X , S , Y and U and the path
quantiﬁer A: if  and  are formulas then so are X, S, Y, U and A.
Formulas are evaluated in Kripke structures. For us a Kripke frame is a pair (S ,R) where:
1. S is the non-empty set of states; and
2. R is a total binary relation⊆ S × S (i.e., for every s ∈ S , there is some t ∈ S such that (s, t) ∈ R).
A (Kripke) structure is a triple M = (S ,R, g) where (S ,R) is a Kripke frame and g : S → ℘(L) is
a labelling of the states with sets of atoms. (Here, and elsewhere, the set of all subsets of any set S
will be denoted ℘(S)).
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A fullpath inM is an inﬁnite sequence 〈s0, s1, s2, . . .〉 of states ofM such that for each i, siRsi+1. If
 is an ω-sequence then we will refer to the ﬁnite preﬁx sequence 〈s0, s1, s2, . . . , si〉 as i .
Truth of formulas is evaluated at indexes in fullpaths in structures. We write M , b, i |=  iff the
formula  is true at the index (time) i of the fullpath b in the structureM = (S ,R, g). This is deﬁned
recursively by:
M , b, i |= true
M , b, i |= p iff p ∈ g(b0), any p ∈ L
M , b, i |= ¬ iff M , b, i |= 
M , b, i |=  ∧  iff M , b, i |=  and M , b, i |= 
M , b, i |= X iff M , b, i + 1 |= 
M , b, i |= U iff there is some j  i such that M , b, j |= 
and for each k , if i  k < j then M , b, k |= 
M , b, i |= Y iff i > 0 and M , b, i − 1 |= 
M , b, i |= S iff there is some j  i such that M , b, j |= 
and for each k , if j < k  i then M , b, k |= 
M , b, i |= A iff for every fullpath b′ such that bi = b′i we have M , b′, i |= .
We say that  is valid in PCTL*, and write |=P , iff for all Kripke structuresM , for all fullpaths
b in M , for all indexes i, we have M , b, i |= .
We use the usual TL abbreviations plus E ≡ ¬A¬. Note that in [24], E was the basic connec-
tive and A the abbreviation (and so we ended up with a slightly different and more complex axiom
system).
The formulas of CTL* are just those of PCTL* which do not contain the past operators S or
Y . The past before the index i of evaluation is irrelevant for CTL* formulas and so the sematics of
CTL* on fullpaths throughKripke structures is usually presentedwith nomention of such an index:
truth is evaluated from the point of view of the beginning of the fullpath. The semantics of standard
R-generable CTL* is deﬁned so thatM , b |= A iffM , b′ |=  for any fullpath b′ throughM starting
at the same state as b does. A CTL* formula is said to be a valid formula of standard R-generable
CTL* iff it is true at the start of every fullpath through every Kripke structure. See [25] for details.
A comparison of the semantics here with those for CTL* directly gives us the following:
Lemma 4. If  is a formula of PCTL* in which connectives Y and S do not appear then  is valid in
PCTL* iff it is a valid formula of standard R-generable CTL*.
Note that formulas of CTL* which are boolean combinations of atoms and formulas of the
form A' are often called state formulas and their truth depends only on the point of evaluation
independent of any fullpath. This is not true in the PCTL* semantics but it is easy to see that for
such an  we do have |= ↔ A.
4. Other semantics
There are other semantics for the PCTL* language. Some are mentioned brieﬂy in the in-
troduction. In this section, we just examine a few semantics which are very closely related to
ours and which are used in the completeness proof or useful in motivating some of the steps
in the proof.
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4.1. Trees
It is common for sets of computations on Kripke structures to be organized into tree-like struc-
tures [4] and we will ﬁnd it convenient to work with such structures. Let us deﬁne an ω-tree (frame)
to be a pair (T ,<) where:
(1) < is transitive and irreﬂexive,
(2) for each t ∈ T , the past {s ∈ T |s < t} of t is linearly ordered by <,
(3) there is a <-smallest element (called the root) and
(4) each maximal linearly <-ordered subset of T is order-isomorphic to the natural numbers.
In an ω-tree each point t will have a non-empty set Nt of immediate successors, and the future
{s|t < s} of t is the disjoint union of Nt and the futures of each of the elements of Nt .
A branch of an ω-tree frame is an ω-sequence 〈t0, t1, . . .〉 such that t0 is the tree’s root and each
ti+1 is an immediate successor of ti . Let B(T ,<) be the set of all branches of the ω-tree (T ,<).
4.2. Bundled tree validity
For technical reasons, work with branching time temporal logics has often been done on struc-
tures which consist of a tree along with a speciﬁed ﬁxed set of branches [1]. A set B ⊆ B(T ,<) of
branches on an ω-tree frame (T ,<) is a bundle iff every point t ∈ T lies on at least one branch in B.
We say that (T ,<,B) is a bundled ω-tree frame. If g : T → 2L then we say (T ,<,B, g) is a bundled
structure.
We now give the formulas of PCTL* the bundled semantics on bundled ω-tree structures (T ,<,
B, g). Truth is deﬁned recursively at indexes on branches ) ∈ B in a straightforward way with the
temporal connectives directed along the branch:
(T ,<,B, g),), i |= true
(T ,<,B, g),), i |= p iff p ∈ g()i), any p ∈ L
(T ,<,B, g),), i |= ¬ iff (T ,<,B, g),), i |= 
(T ,<,B, g),), i |=  ∧  iff (T ,<,B, g),), i |=  and (T ,<,B, g),), i |= 
(T ,<,B, g),), i |= X iff (T ,<,B, g),), i + 1 |= 
(T ,<,B, g),), i |= U iff there is some j  i such that
(T ,<,B, g),), j |= 
and for each k , if i  k < j then
(T ,<,B, g),), k |= 
(T ,<,B, g),), i |= Y iff i > 0 and (T ,<,B, g),), i − 1 |= 
(T ,<,B, g),), i |= S iff there is some j  i such that
(T ,<,B, g),), j |= 
and for each k , if j < k  i then
(T ,<,B, g),), k |= 
(T ,<,B, g),), i |= A iff for all )′ ∈ B such that )i = )′i we have
(T ,<,B, g),)′, i |= .
Deﬁnition 5 (Bundled ω-tree validity). The PCTL* formula  is valid on bundled trees iff for all
bundled tree structures (T ,<,B, g), for all ) ∈ B, for all i < ω, (T ,<,B, g),), i |= .
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If there is a bundled tree (T ,<,B, g)with a branch b ∈ B and a point t ∈ bwith (T ,<,B, g), b, t |= 
then we say that  is satisﬁed in a bundled tree.
4.3. Complete ω-tree validity
As we will see below, it is not too hard to axiomatize bundled tree validity. However, we are
interested in the case when the bundle is the set of all branches of the tree. We use the (overused)
term “completeness” to specify when we are dealing with the set of all branches of a tree.
Deﬁnition 6.
(1) (T ,<,B(T ,<)) is called a complete ω-tree frame.
(2)Write (T ,<, g),), i |=  for (T ,<,B(T ,<), g),), i |= .
(3) The PCTL* formula  is valid on (complete) ω-trees iff for all tree structures (T ,<, g), for all
) ∈ B, for all i < ω, (T ,<, g),), i |= .
4.4. Ockhamist frames
Early work on branching time temporal logics (see, for example [30]) developed an alternative
style of model which allowed truth to be evaluated in a traditional way: truth of formulas at points
or worlds with no need to also specify a branch or fullpath. Here, following the general idea of
Kamp frames [30] and similar structures in [32], we deﬁne Ockhamist frames.
Deﬁnition 7. A (ﬂoored) Ockhamist frame (of countable height) is (T ,<,≡) where:
(1) T is the set of points;
(2) < is a transitive, anti-symmetric, irreﬂexive linear relation on T
i.e., ∀xyz(((x < y) ∧ (y < z))→ (x < z))
∀xy¬((x < y) ∧ (y < x)),
∀xyz(((x < y) ∧ (x < z))→ ((z < y) ∨ (z = y) ∨ (y < z))),
and
∀xyz(((y < x) ∧ (z < x))→ ((z < y) ∨ (z = y) ∨ (y < z)));
(3) for each x ∈ T , {y|y < x} is ﬁnite;
(4)≡ is an equivalence relation such that: if x ≡ y then we do not have x < y if x ≡ y and u < x
then there is v < y such that u ≡ v; and
(5) there is an element 0 ∈ T , such that for each t ∈ T , there is t′ ∈ T such that 0 ≡ t′ and either
t′ < t or t′ = t (0/≡ is known as the ﬂoor).
It is useful to think of the points in T as being arranged in an imperfect two-dimensional grid with
< increasing vertically and ≡ relating some of the points on each horizontal level. Fig. 3 portrays
a very simple example.
We will see that there is a relatively simple translation between Kripke frames and Ockhamist
frames in which a state in a Kripke structure corresponds to a whole ≡-class of Ockhamist points
and a path corresponds to a vertical line of points.
We use a whole sequence of Ockhamist frames in our completeness proof construction but we
do not need to evaluate formulas on most of them. However, at the end of the construction we do
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Fig. 3. An Ockhamist frame.
evaluate formulas in a special Ockhamist structure with a few extra properties. To deﬁne this, we
need to impose extra restrictions on the frames and labellings of points.
We will want the vertical lines of points to be isomorphic to the whole natural numbers:
Deﬁnition 8. Say that the Ockhamist frame (T ,<,≡) is an (× W)-frame iff
(1) there is some set W such that T = × W and
(2) the order < is deﬁned by (n, u) < (m, v) iff n < m and u = v.
Note that we can show by induction that if (n,w) ≡ (m, v) then n = m.
We also need to require that labels of all points in any≡-class agree on the atoms. This is because
a point in a Kripke frame corresponds to a whole equivalence class of points of the Ockhamist
frame and labelling in a Kripke structure labels points not point-fullpath pairs.
Deﬁnition 9. Say that the structure (T ,<,≡, g) is an (× W)-structure iff (T ,<,≡) is an (×
W )-frame, g : × W → 2L, and for all n ∈ , for all u, v ∈ W , if (n, u) ≡ (n, v) then g(n, u) =
g(n, v).
Truth in Ockhamist structures is evaluated at points (rather than at indexes on paths). We deﬁne
truth by having the temporal connectives operate vertically upwards and A quantiﬁed over hori-
zontal moves within an ≡-class.
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= true
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= p iff p ∈ g(n, u), any p ∈ L
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= ¬ iff (T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= 
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |=  ∧  iff (T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |=  and
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= 
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= X iff (T ,<,≡, g), (n+ 1, u) |= 
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(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= U iff there is some j  n such that
(T ,<,≡, g), (j, u) |= 
and for each k , if n  k < j then
(T ,<,≡, g), (k , u) |= 
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= Y iff n > 0 and (T ,<,≡, g), (n− 1, u) |= 
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= S iff there is some j  n such that
(T ,<,≡, g), (j, u) |= 
and for each k , if j < k  n then
(T ,<,≡, g), (k , u) |= 
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, u) |= A iff for all v ∈ W with (n, u) ≡ (n, v) we have
(T ,<,≡, g), (n, v) |= .
Deﬁnition 10.  is (× W)-Ockhamist valid iff for all (× W)-structures (× W ,≡,<, g), for all
w ∈ W , for all n < ω, (× W ,≡,<, g), (n,w) |= .
4.5. Transformations
In this subsection, we collect a swag of results for moving between one type of PCTL* structure
and another.
As we have been suggesting, there is a correspondence between each Kripke structures and a
× W -structures in which the latter is got by unwinding the fullpaths, separately in parallel.
Deﬁnition 11 (The × W -structure built from a Kripke structure). Suppose that x ∈ S is some point
in a Kripke structure (S ,R, g).
Let 1 be the set of fullpaths of (S ,R) which begin at x. 1 is non-empty as R is total.
Let T = ×1. Deﬁne < on T by (n, ) < (m,)) iff n < m and  = ).
Deﬁne ≡ on ×1 via (n, ) ≡ (m, 2) iff n = m and n = 2n. This is clearly an equivalence
relation.
Finally, put h(n, ) = g(n).
The × W -structure built from (S ,R, g) at x is (×1,<,≡, h).
Lemma 12. The × W -structure built from a Kripke structure is an × W -structure and truth is
preserved by the transformation: for all  ∈ 1, for all formulas , for all n < ω,
(S ,R, g), , n |=  iff (×1,<, h), (n, ) |= .
Proof. It is straightforward to show that this is an× W -structure and the truth preservation result
follows by a straightforward induction on the construction of . 
We can make a further transformation. Corresponding to each (× W)-structure is a bundled
ω-tree structure. Essentially, we just collapse the equivalence classes.
Deﬁnition 13 (bundled ω-tree structure built from a × W -structure). Suppose (× W ,<,≡, g) is
an × W -structure.
Let T = (× W)/≡ i.e., the nodes of the tree are the ≡-equivalence classes [n,w] = (n,w)/≡ of
pairs from × W .
We deﬁne the tree ordering ≺ using <. Say [n, u] ≺ [m, v] iff n < m and (n, u) ≡ (n, v).
Let the bundle B contain each branch of the form up(w) = {[m,w]|m < ω}.
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Put h([m,w]) = g(m,w).
The bundled ω-tree structure built from (× W ,<,≡, g) is (T ,≺,B, h).
Lemma 14. The bundled ω-tree structure (T ,≺,B, h) built from an × W -structure (× W ,<,≡, g)
is a bundled ω-tree structure.
Truth is preserved by the transformation: for all formulas , for all w ∈ W , for all n < ω,
(× W ,<,≡, g), (n,w) |=  iff (T ,≺,B, h), up(w), [n,w] |= .
Proof.That the bundled ω-tree structure built from a× W -structure is a bundled ω-tree structure
is straightforward.
The truth preservation result follows by induction on the construction of . 
Fig. 4 shows the tree corresponding to the frame in Fig. 2: the bundle contains the four maximal
branches shown. In particular, note that a point in an Ockhamist frame corresponds to the com-
bined notion of a state on a path in a tree. As we have seen, this correspondence preserves truth of
PCTL* formulas.
It is also important to note that the transformation in Deﬁnition 13 does not generally produce
a complete bundled tree. In our completeness proof below, we will construct an × W -frame and
then use Deﬁnition 13 to construct a bundled tree. In order to check some properties of all of the
branches of the tree we will need to consider the explicitly constructed branches which are those of
the form up(w) for w ∈ W , as well as those which emerge in a certain sense from our step by step
construction and the transformation to a tree structure.
Deﬁnition 15. Suppose that the bundled ω-tree structure built from (× W ,<,≡, g) is (T ,≺,B, h).
We say that any branch of (T ,≺) which is not of the form up(w) for w ∈ W , i.e., not in B, is an
emergent branch of the transformation.
Fig. 4. The tree corresponding to Fig. 3.
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If we do start with a Kripke structure, however, and put together the last two transformations,
we do end up with a complete bundle:
Deﬁnition 16. The complete tree unwound from a Kripke structure is obtained as follows. Find a
× W -structure via Deﬁnition 11 and Lemma 12. Then ﬁnd the bundled ω-tree structure from it
via Deﬁnition 13 and Lemma 14.
Now, we show that this is indeed complete.
Lemma 17. The complete ω-tree structure (T ,<, h) unwound from a Kripke structure (S ,R, g) at x is
a complete ω-tree structure.
Every branch of (T ,<) is of the form up() for some fullpath  of (S ,R).
Truth is preserved by the transformation: for each fullpath ), for each n < ω,
(S ,R, g),), n |=  iff (T ,<, h), up()), n |= .
Proof. Truth preservation follows from Lemmas 12 and 14. We must establish completeness.
Say the × W -structure unwound from (S ,R, g) at x is (×1,<,≡, h).
Say the bundled ω-structure built from (×1,<,≡, h) is (T ,≺,B, k).
To show completeness, we must show that B = B(T ,≺). In particular, we must show that each
branch  of (T ,≺) is in B, which, recall, is the set of all branches of the form up(w) for some w ∈ 1.
Recall further that 1 is just the set of fullpaths through (S ,R) starting at x.
Now, for each i < ω, i ∈ T = (×1)/≡. Thus, we can choose some ni < ω and some fullpath
2i ∈ 1 such that i = [ni, 2i].
Now, deﬁne a sequence of points of S by )i = (2i)i .
As  is a branch of (T ,≺), 0 = [n0, 20] is the root of (T ,≺).
Now, choose any fullpath 4 through (S ,R) starting at x: there are such fullpaths as R is total.
Thus, [0, 4] ∈ T .
We cannot have the root 0 = [n0, 20] ≺ [0, 4] because then n0 < 0 (see Deﬁnition 13). Thus,
[0, 4] is the root itself. That is, (0, 4) ≡ (n0, 20). We thus deduce n0 = 0 and 40 = (20)0. Further,
)0 = (20)0 = 40 = x.
Claim, for all i < ω, ni = i and for all k  j  i, (2i)k = (2j)k .
Proof.We proceed by induction on i. We have already established that n0 = 0.
Now, assume the claim holds for some i  0 so ni = i. We are to show that it holds for i + 1.
As [i, 2i] = i ≺ i+1 = [ni+1, 2i+1], we know that i < ni+1 and (i, 2i) ≡ (i, 2i+1).
Suppose, contradicting ni+1 = i + 1, we have that there is some m with i < m < ni+1. We then
have i = [i, 2i] ≺ [m, 2i+1] ≺ [ni+1, 2i+1] = i+1. This contradicts the maximality of the branch 
and we thus conclude ni+1 = i + 1.
We also have (i, 2i) ≡ (i, 2i+1) so that (2i)i = (2i+1)i .
Thus, for all k  i, (2i+1)k = (2i)k . By the induction hypothesis, if k  j  i + 1 then (2i+1)k =
(2j)k as required. 
From the claim it follows that ) is a fullpath through (S ,R) starting at x. To see this just observe
)i = (2i)i = (2i+1)iR(2i+1)i+1 = )i+1.
We can now show that  = up()) ∈ B as required. Consider (up()))i = [i,)]. For all j  i, (2i)j =
(2j)j = )j . Thus, (2i)i = )i and (i, 2i) ≡ (i,)). Thus, i = [i, 2i] = [i,)] = (up()))i . 
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We can reverse the transformation in Deﬁnition 13: just separate the branches from the bundle
into parallel vertical lines.
Deﬁnition 18 (× W -structure from a bundled ω-tree structure). Let (T ,<,B, g) be a bundled ω-tree
structure.
We deﬁne a × W -structure (× B,≡,≺, h) as follows.
The set of points is just × B.
We say (n, b) ≡ (m, c) iff n = m and bn = cn.
We put (n, b) ≺ (m, c) iff b = c and n < m.
Finally, put h(n, b) = g(bn).
The × W -structure built from (T ,<,B, g) is (× B,≡,≺, h).
Again, it is straightforward to establish the desired properties of this transformation:
Lemma 19. The × W -structure built from a bundled ω-tree structure is an × W -structure.
Truth is preserved by the transformation:
(T ,<,B, g), b, n |=  iff (× B,≡,≺, h), (n, b) |= .
It is important to note that the transformation in Deﬁnition 11 does not have an inverse. Thus,
we also cannot transform an arbitrary bundled tree structure into a Kripke structure in a man-
ner reversing Deﬁnition 16. However, if we start with a complete bundled tree then every fullpath
through the tree corresponds to a branch and truth is preserved.
Deﬁnition 20 (Kripke structure version of a complete ω-tree struct.). Say that (T ,<, g) is a complete
ω-tree structure.
We deﬁne a Kripke structure (T ,R, g) by deﬁning a binary relation R on T as follows.
Say xRy iff y is an immediate successor of x, i.e., x < y but there is no z ∈ T such that x < z < y .
The Kripke structure version of (T ,<, g) is (T ,R, g).
Lemma 21. The Kripke structure version (T ,R, g) of (T ,<, g) is a Kripke structure.
Furthermore, if x0 is the root of (T ,<),) is a fullpath of (T ,R) starting at x0 iff) is a branch of (T ,<).
Truth is preserved: for each formula , for each branch ) of (T ,<), for each n < ω,
(T ,<, g),), n |=  iff (T ,R, g),), n |= .
Proof. R is total as branches are order-isomorphic to the natural numbers. The proof of the lemma
is straightforward. 
4.6. Equivalence results
There are two equivalence results which are useful for relating some of the semantic approaches
to PCTL*. The proofs are straightforward uses of the lemmas above.
Using Lemmas 14 and 19 we have:
Lemma 22. The following are equivalent:
(a) bundled ω-tree validity |=B;
(b) (× W)-Ockhamist validity.
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Using Lemmas 17 and 21 we have:
Lemma 23. The following are equivalent:
(a) |=P validity, i.e., Kripke validity;
(b) complete ω-tree validity.
4.7. An inequivalence result
As complete tree structures are also bundled tree structures, we know that the valid formulas
of |=B are also valid according to |=P . However, an example from [25] shows that |=B and |=P are
distinct notions of validity. We see that there are extra valid formulas of |=P .
For complete ω-trees we have |=P ' where ' = AG(p → EXp)→ (p → EGp).
To see that ' is not (× W) valid, consider the (× W)-frame in whichW =  and (n, u) ≡ (m, v)
iff either (n, u) = (m, v) or n = m and both n  u and n  v. Suppose that p ∈ g(n, u) iff n  u. It is
clear that we have (T ,<,≡, g), (0, 0) |= AG(p → EXp) ∧ p ∧ AF¬p and so |=B ' .
The bundled ω-tree corresponding to this × W -structure is also easy to describe. Consider
T = {(n,m) ∈ × |n  m}. Put (a, b) < (c, d) iff (a = c andb < d) ora = b < c. LetD = {(n, n)|n ∈
} ∈ B(T ,<) and deﬁne the bundle to be B = B(T ,<) \ {D}. Finally, deﬁne g so that (n,m) ∈ g(p)
iff n = m. See Fig. 5. Of course we have (T ,<,B, g), (0, 0) |= ¬' as well. D is an emergent branch.
5. The axiom system
Our result is to ﬁnd a Hilbert system capable of deriving exactly the valid formulas of |=P .
There are six rules of inference.
These include modus ponens (MP), future temporal generalization (FTG), past temporal gener-
alization (PTG), and branch generalization (BG):
MP : ,→ 

; FTG : 
G
; PTG : 
H
; BG : 
A
.
Fig. 5. A bundled model of ¬' .
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We also allow:
SPT: any substitution instance of a propositional tautology.
Finally, there is a special rule atomic non-futurity which says that propositional atoms only de-
pend on states and not on fullpaths:
ANF: p → Ap , for each atomic proposition p .
The axioms include all substitution instances of the following.
TL: the axioms of TL,
plus a few which say that A acts as an S5 modality:
AK A(→ )→ (A→ A)
AT A→ 
AE E→ AE
plus two which allow some interaction between modalities:
AX AX→ XA
AY AY↔ YA
and the limit closure axiom from [25]:
LC AG(E→ EX((E)U(E)))→ (E→ EG((E)U(E))).
Note that [24] presents a slightly different but equivalent set of axiom schemas.
It is also important to note that uniform substitution is not a valid rule of inference for PCTL*.
For example, |= p → Ap but |= Xq→ AXq. Obviously, this fact is related to the semantics which
evaluate formulas at points on fullpaths but does not allow the truth of an atom at a point to vary
between fullpaths. This aspect of the semantics also necessitates the use of some sort of special rule
like ANF.
Deﬁnition 24. Let P be derivability in the above system.
5.1. Validity of LC
The proof of validity for LC is quite similar to that in [25] for the LC rule in the weaker CTL*
language. We will present it as it gives some idea of the axiom’s motivation and use.
The axiom is associated with the limit closure property of the set of all fullpaths through a
Kripke structure: if j0 < j1 < j2 < · · · and )0,)1,)2, . . . is a sequence of fullpaths such that for all
i, )i+1ji = )iji then there is a fullpath ) such that for all i, )ji = )iji . Note that this property does
not hold in general for a bundle of fullpaths.
Lemma 25. For each  and ,
|= AG(E→ EX((E)U(E)))→ (E→ EG((E)U(E))).
Proof. Let ' = AG(E→ EX((E)U(E))) and suppose that (S ,R, g) is a Kripke structure, b is a
fullpath through (S ,R) and N < ω.
Suppose (S ,R, g), b,N |= ' and (S ,R, g), b,N |= E.
By induction on each i = 0, 1, . . ., we deﬁne a fullpath bi and an integer ji . The inductive hypoth-
esis is that (S ,R, g), bi, ji |= ' ∧ E and that for i > 0, biji−1 = bi−1ji−1 and for all k , if ji−1 < k < ji
then (S ,R, g), bi, k |= E.
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For i = 0, put b0 = b and j0 = N .
Now, assume that we have bi and ji as required. Thus, (S ,R, g), bi, ji |= AG(E→
EX((E)U(E))) ∧ E. Thus, (S ,R, g), bi, ji |= EX((E)U(E)).
Thus, there is a fullpath bi+1 with bi+1ji = biji and
(S ,R, g), bi+1, ji |= X((E)U(E))
and so there is ji+1 > ji with (S ,R, g), bi+1, ji+1 |= E and, for all k , if ji < k < ji+1 then
(S ,R, g), bi+1, k |= E.
It is easy to show also (S ,R, g), bi+1, ji+1 |= ' as well.
We have found bi+1 and ji+1 > ji as required.
Now, deﬁne fullpath b′ via b′k = bk if k < j0 and b′k = bi+1k where ji  k < ji+1.
We can show for all k  N , (S ,R, g), b′, k |= (E)U(E).
We have (S ,R, g), b,N |= EG((E)U(E)) as required. 
5.2. Soundness and completeness of P
The axiom system is designed to derive the valid formulas of PCTL*.
Theorem 26. P is sound and complete for PCTL* validity, |=P .
Proof. Soundness follows from the usual induction on the lengths of proofs. We can show validity
of the axioms and we know that the rules preserve validity.
Most of the rest of the paper contains the completeness proof. We will show that any given
consistent formula has a Kripke model. 
The only axiom or rule in our system which is not sound for bundled validity |=B is the limit
closure axiom LC. In fact, it is probably straightforward to prove that our system without this
axiom is sound and complete for |=B. By removing quite a lot of the machinery in our proof we can
probably be left with a completeness proof for |=B.
5.3. Some useful valid formulas
First notice that we can prove all substitution instances of TL-valid formulas in our system: just
follow the same proof steps.
Lemma 27. If PCTL* formula  is a substitution instance of a TL-valid formula then P .
Because our system contains MP, BG, SPT, AK, AT and AE, the same applies to all substitution
instances of valid formulas of S5 [11]:
Lemma 28. If PCTL* formula  is a substitution instance of an S5-valid formula (with A as the S5
modal box) then P .
Examples include: P A→ AA; P → AE; P → E; and P EA→ .
The following result plays a crucial role in the proof. It establishes a class of formulas with prop-
erties analogous to those of the state formulas of CTL*: all branches through a point agree on these
formulas.
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Lemma 29. Suppose that  is a formula constructed from atoms, true and/or subformulas of the form
A' without using U or X(i.e., any appearances of U and X are nested within the scope of an A).
Then P ↔ A and P ↔ E.
Proof. We will show that P (↔ A) by induction on the construction of  from the maximal
subformulas of the form A' . The second required valid formula then follows from the S5-valid
P A(↔ A)→ (↔ E).
The case of an atomic  follows from AT and ANF.
Use Lemma 28 for the cases of true, A' , ∧ and ¬.
The case of Y is a straightforward use of the inductive hypothesis, AT, past generalization, and
Lemma 27 with the TL-valid P H(→ )→ (Y→ Y) having A substituted for .
That P A(S)→ (S) follows from AT. To prove P (S)→ A(S) is a little more com-
plicated. Let ' = (S) ∧ ¬A(S) ∧ H(↔ A) ∧ H(↔ A).
Using LPZ-P09 and AY amongst other axioms and rules allows us to show P ' → Y' . How-
ever, P H(' → Y')→ ¬' is a substitution instance of a TL-valid formula. Thus, Lemma 27 tells
us P ¬' .
Using the inductive hypothesis easily gives us P (S)→ A(S) as required. 
6. Using safety-liveness along branches
To start the completeness proof, we assume that we have ﬁxed a PCTL* formula ′ which is
supposed to be P -consistent, i.e., P ¬′. We are to show that it has a Kripke model. We use  for
P throughout the proof. Let L be the set of atoms appearing in ′.
Using Lemma 27 on the example  ′ → P(F′ ∧ start), we know that we can work with  =
F′ ∧ start instead of ′. This is consistent if ′ is (use temporal generalization and modus ponens)
and if we ﬁnd a model of  then we will have a model of ′. Being true at the start of time makes 
easier to work with.
The task in this section is mainly to determine the extra formulas which we need to keep track
of in building a model of . It is not enough to just concentrate on its subformulas but that is our
starting point. Deﬁne
cl = { ,¬ |  },
where   means that  is a subformula of . This set is not quite closed under taking negations
of its formulas. However, often we can use  as the negation of ¬ .
One important technique in the proof requires us to consider ω-structures made from sequences
of certain sets of formulas built from . Deﬁne acl = {A ,A¬ |  } and let TL(acl  ) be the
linear temporal language with atoms from acl = {A|A ∈ acl()}, i.e., A is a new atom for each
A ∈ acl().
Let cl(acl) be the set of all subformulas of formulas in acl and their negations. If  ∈
cl(acl) then we deﬁne a formula squash() of TL(acl ). Simply make squash(true) = true,
squash(p)=Ap for atoms p ∈L, squash(¬)=¬squash(), squash( ∧ )=squash() ∧ squash(),
squash(U) = squash()U squash(), squash(X) = X squash(), squash(S) = squash()S
squash(), squash(Y) = Y squash() and squash(A) be the atom A.
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Also, let unsquash() be an inverse map from TL(acl ) to the branching language with atoms
from L. Let unsquash(Ap) = Ap and otherwise preserve connectives. Thus, unsquash() is just the
substitution instance of  with each A replaced by A.
Clearly, for each  in TL(acl ) we have squash(unsquash()) = .
Equally obviously we do not generally have unsquash(squash()) = : for example,
unsquash(squash(p)) = Ap . However, by induction on the construction of the formulas we can
show:
Lemma 30. For each  ∈ cl(acl), unsquash(squash())↔ .
We introduce a PCTL* formula which must be satisﬁed by every fullpath in any model. Deﬁne
;0 = G
∧
'∈cl()
(A' → ').
Generalizing from AT, it is straightforward to show that  ;0.
Now,
squash(;0) = G
∧
'∈cl()
(A' → squash(')),
a formula in TL(acl ). By Lemma 30,  unsquash(squash(;0)).
In the construction, we will be building a tree framewith labels at indexes on some of its fullpaths.
The labels at any point will all agree on formulas of the formA' . For any given fullpath through this
structure we can think of it as an ω-structure by interpreting the atom A in acl() in accordance
with the appearance of A in the label of each of its points. Because we want labels to correspond to
truths, we will see below (in Section 8) that we must make sure that on no fullpath the ω-sequence
so deﬁned is a model of ¬squash(;0). Call such a fullpath a bad one. That is, a fullpath through
a labelled tree structure is “bad” if there is some point along it and some ' ∈ cl() with A' in the
label at that point but squash(') not true there along the corresponding ω-structure.
Using Lemma 3, we can ﬁnd a TL(acl() ) formula
∨K
i=1(FG¬i ∧ GFi) initially equivalent to¬squash(;0) with each i and each i being in TLP and using only the atoms from acl() . Fur-
thermore, we can assume that |= ¬(i ∧ i).
Let =i = unsquash(i) and >i = unsquash(i). Then put
;1 =
K∨
i=1
(FG¬=i ∧ GF>i).
This is a formula in the PCTL* languagewith atoms from L and squash(;1) =∨Ki=1(FG¬i ∧ GFi)
which is initially equivalent to ¬squash(;0).
As we have required that |= ¬(i ∧ i), and as unsquashing is just taking substitutions, Lemma
27 gives us:
Lemma 31.  ¬(>i ∧ =i) for each i = 1, . . . ,K.
Our task can now be restated as the requirement to proceed so that in the limit of our construc-
tion of a labelled tree no fullpaths interpreted as ω-structures will be models of squash(;1). We can
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analyse the progress of our construction by looking at whether =i and >i or their negations appear
in the labels along fullpaths. We need to ensure that if any >i seems to be coming up inﬁnitely often
along a fullpath then =i should too.
So that the necessary formulas are available in our closure set to record the progress of construc-
tion as outlined above we work with a more complicated formula than . We ensure that the truth
of the>i and =i are recorded. Compare this with the proof in [25] where we add atoms to the closure
set (amongst other formulas) to represent the states an automton is passing through.
Deﬁne the formula + =  ∧ A¬;1 in the PCTL* language. Of course, we need the following
result:
Lemma 32. If  is consistent then so is +.
Proof.We have the validity of |= start→ (squash(;1)↔ ¬squash(;0)) in TL. Lemma 27 gives us
 start→ (unsquash(squash(;1))↔ ¬unsquash(squash(;0))).
Recall ;0. Lemma30 allows us to thus deduce that start→ ¬;1. ByBG (andMP) Astart→
A¬;1. From Lemma 29, we then get  start→ A¬;1.
Since  → start, it follows that  → ( ∧ A¬;1) as required. 
7. Overview of the construction
The standard basis of the completeness proof is that for building a bundledmodel of + via a step
by step construction of an × W -structure. This is done in the traditional Kripke–Lemmon style
[2] specialized to these two-dimensional frames as described in [30]. Each step in the construction
is an Ockhamist frame labelled with ﬁnite sets of formulas.
The idea of the step by step construction is to start with a small labelled Ockhamist frame and
to extend it at each step by a small number of new labelled points. The extension is done in such a
way that the <-successor relation is preserved but that eventually every point gets a successor and,
in the limit, we end up with a labelled × W -frame.
To make this labelled× W -frame into a× W -structure deﬁne a labelling of points by atoms
by simply looking for the atoms in the sets which label the points. By doing the construction in the
right way we will be able to prove a truth lemma which shows that the formulas in the label of a
point are exactly the formulas true at that point in the structure.
In this section, we provide the foundations for these standard aspects of the step by step con-
struction of an appropriate extending series of Ockhamist frames. The non-standard aspects of the
construction will be described in the next section.
Each point will be labelled by a ﬁnite set of formulas called a hue. Hues will be grouped into
colours and the various ≡-related points will be labelled with all the different hues of the same
colour.
In order for the truth lemma to go through we will need to pay attention to two things: ensuring
that their labels respect the relationship between any two related points in the Ockhamist frame at
any stage; and ensuring that appropriately related points get added at some stage if their existence
is suggested by the label of any point. An example of the ﬁrst type of condition, sometimes called a
coherency condition, is making sure that if x ≡ y and A is in the label of x then  is in the label of y .
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Examples of the second type of condition sometimes called curing a defect include the following:
making sure that if E is in the label of x then there is y ≡ x with  in the label of x; making sure
that if X is in the label of x then there is an immediate successor y > x with  in the label of x; and
making sure that if U is in the label of x then eventually some z is added above x with  in the
label of z and  in the label of all the points in between. In temporal logic this third particular form
of curing a defect, i.e., making sure that an indeﬁnite eventuality is satisﬁed, is sometimes called
fulﬁlling an eventuality.
Note that in most modal logic step by step constructions of models, it is convenient to label the
frames with inﬁnite maximally consistent sets of formulas. Here, as usual, we will say that a set ?
of formulas is (P -)inconsistent iff there is some 1, . . . ,n ∈ ? such that  ¬(∧ni=1 i). Otherwise,
we will say the set ? is (P -)consistent. (By the way, due to the lack of compactness of the logic,
a consistent set of formulas is not necessarily satisﬁable.) We will sometimes need to relate hues
and colours to the maximally P -consistent sets of formulas: called MCSs. As usual, we deﬁne the
relations RX and RA on MCSs: ?RX@ iff for all , if X ∈ ? then  ∈ @; and ?RA@ iff for all , if
A ∈ ? then  ∈ @. Often we will use the fact that if ? is an MCS then@ = {|X ∈ ?} is also one:
to prove this just use axioms and rules from TL. These two relations would capture the coherency
conditions if we were building a model with MCS labels.
Also useful for the construction is the usual Lindenbaum technique giving us:
Lemma 33. If A is a consistent set of formulas then there is an MCS ? ⊇ A.
When eventualities need to be fulﬁlled in discrete countable ﬂows of time, a certain technique
which we call fair scheduling is used and it requires there to only be a ﬁnite set of possible labels for
points. This is so that we can require all possible successor labels to eventually be used along any
fullpath. If we do eventually use every possible successor hue in such an inﬁnite sequence then we
are able to deduce that  → X holds where  holds of exactly the hues which appear inﬁnitely
often. Fortunately, we can still usually accomplish a truth lemma by restricting attention to just a
ﬁnite set of formulas of interest. Generally, this set contains just all the subformulas of the formula
we are trying to ﬁnd a model of. Thus, in our proof we make such restrictions.
7.1. Colours and hues
In our proof we have several ﬁnite closure sets appropriate for working variously at the hue or
colour level. Let fcl+ = { ,¬ ,A ,¬A ,A¬ ,¬A¬ |  +}.
For a ∈ ℘(fcl+), we deﬁne a formula which says that these are exactly the formulas in ℘(fcl+)
which hold at a point:
Ba =
∧
B∈a
B ∧
∧
B∈(fcl(+)\a)
¬B.
At the level of colours in the proof, we need to keep track of the whole set of labels of points
across an ≡-class and we thus need another, more complex level of formulas. Here, we show that
formulas at the two levels can be told apart.
Lemma 34. For b ∈ ℘(fcl+), we do not have EBb ∈ fcl+.
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Proof. This can be shown by considering the lengths of formulas. Suppose that the length |+| of
+ is n. Clearly, each formula in fcl+ has length at most n+ 3.
But +,¬+,A+,¬A+,A¬+,¬A¬+ are six distinct formulas in fcl+ and for each of them,
either the formula or its negation is a separate conjunct of Bb. This makes |EBb| at least 6n+ 10 and
gives us our result. 
Now, we formalize the idea of labelling by colours. Let C = ℘(℘(fcl+)): the set of +-colours.
For c ∈ C deﬁne
'c =
∧
a∈c
EBa ∧
∧
a∈(℘(fcl+)\c)
A¬Ba.
Given a colour c ∈ C the various a ∈ c determine what we will call the hues of c. So c has at most
|c| different hues. The hue h(a, c) of c corresponding to a ∈ c is given by
h(a, c) = {B|B ∈ a} ∪ {¬B|B ∈ fcl+ \ a}
∪{EBb|b ∈ c} ∪ {A¬Bb|b ∈ ℘(fcl+) \ c}.
The set H(+) of all hues of + is
H(+) = {h(a, c)|a ∈ c ∈ C}.
The intention is that points in our construction of an Ockhamist frame are labelled with hues.
Each hue will be a hue of exactly one colour. All the points in any ≡-class will be labelled by hues
of the same colour. Each colour will have a certain ﬁxed number of hues and if any point is labelled
with a hue of a colour then, for every hue of that colour, there will be at least one point in the point’s
≡-class labelled with that hue.
Lemma 35. For each c ∈ C , for each a ∈ c, c = {b ∈ ℘(fcl+)|EBb ∈ h(a, c)}.
Proof. The inclusion ⊆ follows by deﬁnition. For the other inclusion, consider b ∈ ℘(fcl+) with
EBb ∈ h(a, c). By deﬁnition of h(a, c) we could either have EBb ∈ a or b ∈ c. In the latter case, we are
done and the former case can be eliminated by Lemma 34. 
Note that a ∈ ℘(fcl+) will, in general, be an element of several colours but:
Lemma 36. Each hue is a hue of exactly one colour.
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemma. 
Ifh is ahueof a colour thenwedenote that colourbyh∗. FromLemma35,h∗ = {b ∈ ℘(fcl+)|EBb ∈
h} and it can be easily seen that h is a hue of h∗.
The conjuncts of 'h∗ appear in h so we have:
Lemma 37. For each hue h,

∧
h→ 'h∗ .
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Let
hcl+ = {B,¬B|B ∈ fcl+} ∪ {EBb,A¬Bb|b ∈ ℘(fcl+)}.
Then
Lemma 38. For eachMCS@, the set h = @ ∩ hcl+ is a hue. Furthermore, for each@ this is the only
hue which satisﬁes h ⊆ @.
Proof. Let a = @ ∩ fcl+ and c = {b ⊆ fcl+|EBb ∈ @}. It is straightforward to show that @ ∩
hcl+ = h(a, c). Uniqueness follows from the fact that different hues are mutually inconsistent. 
We say that a hue is consistent if it is consistent as a set of formulas. We say that a colour c is
consistent iff 'c is a consistent formula. Note that
Lemma 39. A consistent hue h is maximally consistent in hcl+, i.e., for all  ∈ hcl+, either  ∈ h or
¬ ∈ h(or  = ¬ and  ∈ h).
Consideration of the constituents of hues, some simple uses of Lemma 28, and extensions to
MCSs give us:
Lemma 40. If h is a consistent hue then h∗ is consistent (i.e., 'h∗ is ) and all hues of h∗ are
consistent.
7.2. Coherency across labels
We deﬁne two useful relations on H(+). Say that hRX h′ iff there are MCSs ? and ?′ such that
h ⊆ ?, h′ ⊆ ?′ and ?RX?′. Say that hRAh′ iff there are MCSs ? and ?′ such that h ⊆ ?, h′ ⊆ ?′ and
?RA?
′.
From Lemma 29 we easily get:
Lemma 41. Suppose that  is a formula constructed from atoms and subformulas of the form A'
without using U or X.
Then consistent hues of the same colour agree on .
7.3. Curing defects
This is essentially curing an E defect.
Lemma 42. If ¬A ∈ h ∈ H(+) and h is consistent then h∗ has a hue h′ such that ¬ ∈ h′.
Proof. Just extend h to anMCS ?. LetA = {¬} ∪ {|A ∈ ?}. This is consistent by Lemma 28. Ex-
tendA to anMCS@. Let h′ = @ ∩ hcl+. To show h′∗ = h∗, just consider any ABb for b ∈ ℘(fcl+):
it is clearly in @ iff it is in ?. 
The following “down and across” lemma will allow us to ﬁll in hues in the past of each of the
members of the equivalence class of a new point.
Lemma 43. If h11RX h21 then each hue h22 of h∗21 has a (consistent) predecessor hue h12 of h
∗
11, i.e.,
h12RX h22.
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Proof. As h11RX h21 we have MCSs ? ⊇ h11 and @ ⊇ h21 with ?RX@.
If h22 is a hue of h∗21 then there is a ∈ h∗21 with
h22 = {B|B ∈ a} ∪ {¬B|B ∈ fcl+ \ a}
∪{EBb|b ∈ h∗21} ∪ {A¬Bb|b ∈ ℘(fcl+) \ h∗21}.
AlsowehaveE(Ba ∧ 'h∗21) ∈ @. Thus,XE(Ba ∧ 'h∗21) ∈ ?. By the contrapositiveofAX,EX(Ba ∧ 'h∗21)
is also in ?.
By Lemma 28, {X(Ba ∧ 'h∗21)} ∪ {|A ∈ ?} is consistent and can be extended to an MCS D say.
Let h12 = D ∩ hcl+: this is a consistent hue.
We can show that h12 is a hue of h∗11. We just need to show that EBb ∈ h∗11 iff EBb ∈ h12. Assuming
EBb ∈ h∗11, we have EBb ∈ ? and so AEBb ∈ ? (Lemma 28). Thus, EBb ∈ D and in h12 as required.
Similarly if A¬Bb ∈ h∗11.
Finally, we show h12RX h22 as required. We just need to show that if  ∈ h22 then X ∈ D. In the
case of  being in fcl+ then  XBa → X and so X ∈ D. Otherwise,  is EBb or A¬Bb for some
b ∈ ℘(fcl+). But then we have  'h∗21 →  and X'h∗21 ∈ D to give us our result. 
7.4. Fulﬁllment of eventualities
The remaining task of the standard construction is the fulﬁllment of eventualities, i.e., to ensure
that if U is in a label then there is some point above which contains . We do this by the “fair
hue scheduling” idea mentioned above, that is, making sure that in an inﬁnite tower of hues, if h2
is a possible successor hue of h1 and h1 occurs inﬁnitely often then h2 does too.
In our construction the fair scheduling is complicated by two other processes.
The ﬁrst problem is the fact that many of the hues which label points in our frame will not have
been chosen by fair scheduling but, instead, by the down and across lemma above. Fortunately,
along any branch, there will come a point after which hues will, indeed be chosen fairly. To help
with recording where this happens we will classify our points (exclusively) as pioneers, siblings of
pioneers or other points (and it is important to note that some elements may be neither pioneers nor
siblings of pioneers). We need to know which points are pioneers because the fair hue scheduling
technique will only apply to them.
We must now leave consideration of pioneers and fair scheduling until later because of the other
complication in our construction: the banning mechanism which we now turn to.
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8. Banning
Consider the limit of our step by step construction, an × W -frame labelled with hues. We can
put an atomic labelling on this by checking which atoms appear in the hue labels. Thus, we have an
× W -structure. By being careful in the construction we can ensure that this is a model of +. By
Lemma 14 we can thus ﬁnd a bundled ω-tree model of +.
In order to ﬁnd a Kripke model of + from the tree via Deﬁnition 20 we need to consider the
complete tree structure on the same frame. That is, we must consider the emergent branches as well.
The essential problem with this move is that formulas of the form A' may appear in a label, be
true in the bundled model but not be true in the complete model: ' may not hold at that point along
one of the emergent branches.
The solution is our “nobad fullpaths” requirement.Recall that a fullpath is “bad” iff the sequence
of A' formulas in labels along it is a model of ¬squash(;0) = ¬G∧
'∈cl()(A' → squash(')). We
require that no fullpaths are bad, not even emergent ones. An induction on the construction of
formulas (in our ﬁnal truth lemma) using this then allows us to conclude that sequences of A'
formulas in labels along each fullpath make any  true along the fullpath iff A is in the label
there.
In order to manage a construction which does not end up building any bad fullpaths we use
the alternate ;1 characterization of bad fullpaths: i.e., a fullpath is bad iff it is a model of ;1 =∨K
i=1(FG¬=i ∧ GF>i) iff there is some i = 1, . . . ,K such that >i appears inﬁnitely often in the labels
along the fullpath but =i only appears ﬁnitely often.
Notice that it is possible to manage to ensure that no constructed, i.e., up(w), paths are bad but
still ﬁnd that there are bad emergent paths: just consider the example in Fig. 5 with >i = p and
=i = false. Thus, our construction policy, or banning machinery, must ensure some sort of uniform
prevention of >is keeping on being true after =is have stopped being true.
The ﬁrst mechanism to help with this is our use of indicators of problems which are based on
colours rather than hues: the banning machinery can work uniformly across all fullpaths through
the point which will be built from an≡-class.We say that a hue is in Vi (orUi) iff it contains =i (or>i,
respectively). We say that a colour is in Vi (or Ui) iff it has a hue which is in Vi (or Ui, respectively).
By Lemma 41, and the way that each >i and each =i were constructed from TLP formulas, it does
not matter which hue we choose to decide on whether a colour is in Vi or Ui .
The basic idea of banning is as follows. We label each point with a list
[(c1, p1), . . . , (cn, pn)]
of banned colour-index pairs. In general, we will not allow any ci to occur again as the colour of
a hue label above the point unless some colour in Vpi occurs ﬁrst. If we see a colour c in some Up
occurring on a branch in the construction but no colour in Vp has recently occurred (on that branch)
then we will want to place (c, p) in the banned list. The banned list is inherited by successors with
speciﬁc changes in certain circumstances. Being based on coloursmakes this a uniform policy across
fullpaths, constructed and emergent. We are then able to establish a uniform “no bad fullpaths”
result in Lemma 57.
Unfortunately, there are major complications with this idea. First, we must not ban too many
colours or ban colours for longer than is justiﬁed. Doing somay result in stalling of the construction
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of successor points. It may also result in us not being allowed to use hues which are needed for the
fulﬁllment of eventualities. Thus, we immediately remove (c, p) from the banned list when a colour
in Vp appears.
We are able to specify a simple invariant (in K5A below) which, at each point, says that our
current choice of colour does not necessarily eventually lead to a contravention of the current ban.
The preservation of the truth of the invariant (see Lemma 53) puts limitations on what we can keep
from the banned list at x to that at x+ and what we can newly ban. In order to carry through the
proof of this lemma we need to keep the banned list in an ordered list and impose a dependency
between the banned pairs. If (c, p) precedes (d , q) in the list then we think of the banning of (d , q)
as being dependent on the banning of (c, p).
So that the long-term behaviour of the list is quite stable we order pairs (c, p) in the list according
to how recently we last saw a colour in Vp turning up. Thus, if a colour in some long unseen Vp turns
up many pairs might be removed from the list but there is plenty of time for them to be banned
again if it is justiﬁed.
To help with notation we introduce a formula 2B which captures the requirement in terms of the
current banned list B. Recall that the formula =i identiﬁes when a colour is in Vi while >i identiﬁes
Ui .
Deﬁnition 44. If B = [(c1, p1), . . . , (cn, pn)] is a ﬁnite sequence from C × {1, . . . ,K} then we put
2B = ;1 ∨ X((¬=p1)U'c1) ∨ · · · ∨ X((¬=p1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬=pn)U'cn).
If B is empty then 2B = ;1.
Thus, 2B is a formula which we do not want satisﬁed on any branch through any point with
banned list B. We must never choose a hue as a label of a point if it implies E2B. If we did then we
would be forced to go on to build a branch through there which is bad or which contravenes the
banning requirement at the point.
8.1. Lulls
The other major complication with the banning machinery is that it is important to prevent
too much frenetic banning and unbanning behaviour. Again, this may cause problems for fair hue
scheduling. Thus, after a colour becomes unbanned we wait for a while to see which other colours
turn up before banning anything new, i.e., give a chance for all possible choices to be made which
may allow a colour in Vp to turn up beforewe ban some c ∈ Up .Wewill see later that the appropriate
“waiting time,” during a lull in unbanning, is eH = 2|H(+)|.
8.2. Properties of banning
Consider some ﬁnite set C of colours, which for our uses will indeed be colours as deﬁned above
but which could be anything as far as the results of this subsection are concerned. Suppose that
U1, V1, . . . ,UK , VK are sets of colours and that we say that an inﬁnite sequence  of colours is bad iff
there is some i = 1, . . . ,K such that there are an inﬁnite number of indices j with j ∈ Ui but only
a ﬁnite number of indices j with j ∈ Vi . Here, we establish some general sufﬁcient conditions for
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a banning mechanism to prevent the construction of a bad sequence of colours. These conditions
are abstracted (slightly) from those used in [25].
First some extra useful terminology. If  is a ﬁnite or inﬁnite sequence of colours then we call an
equally long sequence b of ﬁnite lists of colour-index pairs (from C × {1, . . . ,K}) a potential banning
record for .
We say that there has been an unbanning at index i + 1 (less than or equal to the length of ) iff
bi is not a preﬁx of bi+1 (written bi  bi+1).
Suppose that there has been an unbanning at i + 1, so bi  bi+1. Say that [(c1, p1), . . . , (cn, pn)] is
the longest common preﬁx of bi and bi+1,
bi = [(c1, p1), . . . , (cn, pn), (cn+1, pn+1), . . . , (cm, pm)]
and
bi+1 = [(c1, p1), . . . , (cn, pn), (c′n+1, p ′n+1), . . . , (c′m′ , p ′m′)].
Then we say that each (cj , pj), for j ∈ {n+ 1, . . . ,m}, has been unbanned and each (c′j , p ′j), for j ∈
{n+ 1, . . . ,m′}, has been newly banned at i + 1. It is clear that if there is an unbanning at i + 1 then
something is unbanned at i + 1.
In our banning mechanisms we will have a parameter e which will later be set equal to eH =
2|H(+)| and indicates how long we have to wait after some unbanning before banning something
new. For this subsection just suppose that e has been ﬁxed as any number.
If there has not been an unbanning at any i with n  i < n+ e then we say that the interval
[n, n+ e) is a lull in unbanning.
Consider an inﬁnite (i.e., ω-long) sequence  of sets of colours. We say that a potential banning
record b (of the same length) is a banning record for  with lag e iff for all i  0:
M4A If (c, p) occurs in bi then:
(1) c ∈ Up ;
(2) there is j < i with j = c; and
(3) there is a lull [n, n+ e) in unbanning such that n+ e < i and no colour in Vp appears as
j for n  j < i;
M4B If (d , q) precedes (c, p) in bi then: (1) the most recent appearance of (a colour in) Vq (if any)
as j before i is before (or equal to) the most recent appearance of Vp ; and (2) if there is no
appearance of Vp before i then there is no appearance of Vq before i.
M4D If (c, p) appears in bi but (c, p) does not appear in bi+1 then there is (c′, p ′) preceding or equal
to (c, p) in bi such that either:
(1) i+1 ∈ Vp ′ ; or
(2) (what wemight call usurping) there is r = 1, . . . ,K such that i+1 ∈ Vr and the most recent
appearance of a colour in Vr before i is strictly before the most recent appearance of any
colour in Vp ′ before i.
M5B If (c, p) occurs in bi then i+1 /= c.
M5C No (c, p) occurs more than once in bi .
M5D If (c, p) is newly banned at i + 1 then i+1 = c.
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The strange naming of the properties is to allow them to be matched up with corresponding
properties of our actual construction shortly. Brieﬂy, the motivation for these requirements is as
follows.
M4A: This shows that we have reasonable justiﬁcation for anything in the banned list including
the fact that we have waited through a whole lull before concluding that all colours in Vp have
stopped occurring.
M4B: This speciﬁes an ordering on the banned lists which is needed for Lemma 53.
M4D: In order to establish (in Lemma 45) that there are enough lulls in unbanning to allow de-
serving colour-index pairs to eventually get banned we need to prevent frivolous unbanning. This
condition puts limits on what can be unbanned.
M5B: This says that banning does what it is supposed to do.
M5C: This ensures that the banned list has a ﬁnite bound and so it does not grow indeﬁnitely.
M5D: Only the current colour can be added to the banned list.
The ﬁrst result we can prove is that there are inﬁnitely many lulls along any sequence with a
banning record.
Lemma 45. Suppose  has a banning record b with lag e.
Then there are inﬁnitely many different pairs of indices (j, k) such that k  j + e and there is no
unbanning at any i with j  i < k; i.e there are inﬁnitely many lulls.
Proof. Assume otherwise for contradiction, i.e., there are only ﬁnitely many lulls along the se-
quence. Thus, there must be some pair (c, p) which is newly banned and unbanned inﬁnitely
often. To be newly banned inﬁnitely often, c must come up as i inﬁnitely often (M5D). There
are two cases.
A colour in Vp may come up inﬁnitely often. But then after the end of the last lull, and after a
subsequent appearance of a colour in Vp , (c, p) cannot be newly banned (M4A). So this case does
not occur.
Thus, colours in Vp only come up ﬁnitely often. Consider the non-empty set G of such pairs
(c′, p ′) with c′ ∈ Up ′ appearing inﬁnitely often, colours in Vp ′ appearing only ﬁnitely often and
the pair (c′, p ′) being newly banned and unbanned inﬁnitely often. Of all the pairs in G, ﬁnd
one (c′, p ′) of those such that the very last appearance of a colour in Vp ′ along the sequence
is earliest.
Now, ﬁnd an index i after the end of the last lull and after all the colours not in inf() = {c ∈
C|c = j for inﬁnitely many j} have stopped coming up forever. Find a later index after all the col-
ours in inf() have come up at least once subsequently. Also, wait until from then on, the only pairs
being added or taken away from the banned lists are those which will do so inﬁnitely often. Find
the next index at which (c′, p ′) is newly banned.
We can show that (c′, p ′) can never subsequently be unbanned and this will be our contradiction.
If it is unbanned then it is not because a colour in Vp ′ has come up. Thus (M4D), there must be a
pair (d , q) before (or equal to) (c′, p ′) in the banned list which either gets directly unbanned (by Vq
coming up) or gets usurped by an “older” pair.
Because (d , q) is before (or equal to) (c′, p ′) we know that the most recent appearance of Vq was
before or equal to the most recent appearance of Vp ′ (M4B). This was long enough ago for us to
deduce that Vq only comes up ﬁnitely often: no colour in Vq has come up since i and yet all members
in inf() have. Thus, the unbanning is not because Vq came up.
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This leaves the possibility that a colour d ′ ∈ Ur comes up such that the most recent ap-
pearance of Vr was strictly before the most recent appearance of (d , q) and so strictly before
the most recent appearance of Vp ′ . It is clear that (d ′, r) is in G: d ′ has come up since i, no
colour in Vr has and yet the colours coming up since i are precisely those that come up inﬁ-
nitely often. But then we have a contradiction to the choice of (c′, p ′). Such an d ′ is thus not
a possibility.
This completes the proof. 
So now let us state our main claim.
Lemma 46. Suppose  has a banning record b with lag e.
Then we do not have some i = 1, . . . ,K such that there are an inﬁnite number of js with j in Ui but
only a ﬁnite number of js with j in Vi.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there were such a p = 1, . . . ,K . Say that the colour c ∈ Up
comes up inﬁnitely often (as j) but no colour in Vp does.
Consider the non-empty set G of such pairs (c′, p ′) with c′ ∈ Up ′ appearing inﬁnitely often, and
all colours in Vp ′ appearing only ﬁnitely often. Of all the pairs inG, choose one (c′, p ′) of those such
that the very last appearance of any colour in Vp ′ is earliest. The rest of the proof is similar to that
of the previous lemma.
Find an index i after all the colours not in inf() = {c ∈ C|c = j for inﬁnitely many j} (so
including all those in Vp ′) have stopped coming up forever in . Find a later index after all the
colours in inf() have come up subsequently. Using the last lemma, we know that there are
inﬁnitely many lulls along  so we can ﬁnd an even greater index after the end of a subsequent
lull. Find the next index i′ at which c′ comes up. Clearly, (c′, p ′) will be put in the banned list
here.
We claim that it is never subsequently unbanned. If it is unbanned then (M4D) there must be a
pair (d , q) before (or equal to) (c′, p ′) in the banned list which either gets directly unbanned (by Vq
coming up) or gets usurped by an “older” pair.
Because (d , q) is before (or equal to) (c′, p ′) we know that the most recent appearance of Vq
was before or equal to the most recent appearance of Vp ′ . This was long enough ago for us to
deduce that Vq only comes up ﬁnitely often. Thus, the unbanning is not because Vq came up.
This leaves the possibility that a colour d ′ ∈ Ur comes up such that the most recent ap-
pearance of Vr was strictly before the most recent appearance of (d , q) and so strictly before
the most recent appearance of Vp ′ . As in the proof of the previous lemma, it is clear that
(d ′, r) is in G. But then we have a contradiction to the choice of (c′, p ′). Such a d ′ is thus
not a possibility.
So we can conclude that (c′, p ′) is never subsequently unbanned. By M5B, this is a contradiction
to our assumption that c′ comes up inﬁnitely often. 
9. Chronicles
In this section, we introduce the labelled frames which record the step by step progress of our
construction. These are traditionally called chronicles [2].
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The set of all ω-sequences of objects from a set S will be denoted by ωS . The set of all ﬁnite
sequences of objects from a set S will be denoted by <ωS .
At each stage during the construction and in the limit, we will have a chronicle.
A (+-) chronicle is (T ,<,≡, H, bl,Pioneer,PioneerSibling,X0) where:
(T ,<,≡) is a ﬂoored Ockhamist frame;
H : T → H(+);
bl : T → (<ω(C × {1, . . . ,K}));
Pioneer ⊆ T ;
PioneerSibling ⊆ T ;
X0 ∈ T ;
such that for all x, y ∈ T :
K0 The ﬂoor is X0/≡ and + is in H(X0).
K1 H(x) is consistent.
K2 If x has an immediate <-successor in (T ,<)—call it x+: it is unique—then
H(x)RX H(x
+).
K3A If x ≡ y then H(x) and H(y) are hues of the same colour.
K3B If h is a hue of H∗(x) then there is y ∈ T such that x ≡ y and h = H(y).
K4 If x0 < x1 < · · · < xn = x are all the predecessors of x, then we treat 〈bl(x0), . . . , bl(xn)〉 as a
potential banning record for 〈H(x0), . . . , H(xn)〉 with lag parameter e = eH = 2|H(+)|.
K4A If (c, p) occurs in bl(x) then:
(1) c ∈ Up ;
(2) c has appeared at or below x (i.e., c = H∗(y) for some y  x); and
(3) there is a lull in unbanning reaching its eH th step below x such that no colour in Vp appears
between the start of the lull and x;
K4B If (d , q) precedes (c, p) in bl(x) then: (1) the most recent appearance of Vq (if any) below x is
below (or equal to) the most recent appearance of Vp ; and (2) if there is no appearance of Vp
before x then there is no appearance of Vq before x.
K4C If x ≡ y then bl(x) = bl(y).
K4D If (c, p) appears in bl(x) but does not appear in bl(x+) then there is (c′, p ′) preceding or equal
to (c, p) in bl(x) such that either:
(1) H∗(x+) ∈ Vp ′ ; or
(2) there is r = 1, . . . ,K such that H∗(x+) ∈ Vr and the most recent appearance of a colour in
Vr below x is strictly below the most recent appearance of any colour in Vp ′ below x.
K5A  'H∗(x) → E2bl(x).
K5B If x+ exists and (c, p) occurs in bl(x) then H∗(x+) /= c.
K5C No (c, p) occurs more than once in bl(x).
K5D If x+ exists and (c, p) is newly banned at x+ then H∗(x+) = c.
K6A: Every point in T is below (or equal to) a pioneer (i.e., an element of Pioneer) or sibling of a
pioneer (i.e., an element of PioneerSibling).
K6B: If x is a pioneer or sibling of a pioneer and x+ exists then x+ is a pioneer.
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K6C: If x is a pioneer and x+ exists then
 (
∧
H(x) ∧ X(
∧
H(x+)))→ E2bl(x).
K6D: If x is a pioneer and x+ exists then H(x+) is a fair choice amongst the possible hues which
satisfy K6C in the sense that there are no other such hues which have come up less recently
as H(y) in the past {y|y < x} of x.
We now give a brief intuitive motivation behind each of the properties.
K0:  and + were constructed from the original ′ to be a formula true at the start of some
fullpath, i.e., on the ﬂoor of an × W -structure. The truth lemma will give us a model of  if we
include  in the label of a point.
K1: By soundness, inconsistent labels obviously cannot be modelled.
K2: This is the standard coherence property of such a construction corresponding to the X
connective.
K3A: This is essentially coherence for the A connective.
K3B: This, along with Lemma 42, shows that we have cured all A defects.
K4, K4A and K4B are to ensure that M4A and M4B hold of our banning record.
K4C: For uniformity across fullpaths, constructed and emergent, we want the banned lists to be
a property of the ≡-class of points independent of a choice of fullpath through the point.
K4D is for M4D.
K5A: This is one of the main invariants which ensures that the choice of colour here does not
eventually necessarily lead to the contravention of the current banning requirement.
K5B-D are for M5B-D.
K6A and K6B together ensure that, in the limit, the constructed branches eventually become
populated only by pioneers. This is important because of K6D.
K6C is a stronger property than K5A but for the same purpose: we need to make sure that when
we choose a successor hue then the fact of the combined pair of hues being successors does not
force us to go on contravene the banning restrictions.
K6D: This is the requirement of fair scheduling. It only applies amongst pioneers. In other parts
of the chronicle hues are chosen via the down and across lemma and we do not arrange them fairly
in any way.
9.1. The ﬁrst chronicle
To start our construction we just need to get + in a label on a trivial chronicle.
Lemma 47. There is a ﬁnite chronicle.
Proof.
Let ?0 be any MCS extending + and let h = ?0 ∩ hcl+.
Say that h∗ has n hues, h0, . . . , hn−1 including h = h0. We know that these will be consistent hues.
Choose n objects X0, . . . ,Xn−1.
Our construction starts with (T0,<0,≡0, H0, bl0, Pioneer, PioneerSibling,X0) where T0 = {X0, . . . ,
Xn−1},<0, and bl0(X0), . . . , bl0(Xn−1) are empty,≡0= {(Xi,Xj)|i, j < n} and H0(Xi) = hi . We let X0 be
the only pioneer and the other Xi be its siblings.
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It is a simple matter to check that the conditions hold.
K5A holds as A¬;1 is in each H(Xi). We have A¬;1 ∈ fcl+ ⊆ hcl+. We also have A¬;1 ∈ ?0 as
it is a conjunct of +. Thus, A¬;1 ∈ h0. By Lemmas 41 and 40, A¬;1 is in each hi . 
10. The step by step
In this section, we show that we can add a successor to any point in a chronicle.
The ﬁnite chronicle T
′ = (T ′,<′,≡′, H′, bl′,Pioneer′,PioneerSibling′,X0) is an extension of
the ﬁnite chronicle T = (T ,<,≡, H, bl,Pioneer,PioneerSibling,X0) iff T ⊆ T ′ and for all x,
y ∈ T :
(1) x < y iff x <′ y;
(2) if y is an immediate successor of x in (T ,<) then y is an immediate successor of x in (T ′,<′);
(3) x ≡ y iff x ≡′ y;
(4) H′(x) = H(x);
(5) x ∈ Pioneer iff x ∈ Pioneer′; and
(6) x ∈ PioneerSibling iff x ∈ PioneerSibling′.
Lemma 48. Suppose T is a ﬁnite chronicle. Say that x ∈ T and there is no y ∈ T with x < y.We can
deﬁne a new ﬁnite chronicle T
′
to extend T with the addition of a new element to be x+ and possibly
some other new elements as well.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving this. The important decisions are choosing H′(x+)
and bl
′
(x+).
10.1. The successor hue
If it was not for the banning mechanism then the set of possible hues we use as H′(x+) is
{h ∈ H(+)|H(x)RX h}.
To respect banning, and K6C in particular, we have to be a little more selective. For a hue h and
banned list B we will deﬁne the set Pn(h,B) of hues to contain just those which we will allow after a
point with hue h and banned list B:
Deﬁnition 49. Suppose that h ∈ H(+) and B ∈ (<ω(C × {1, . . . ,K})). We deﬁne Pn(h,B) to be the
set of h′ ∈ H(+) such that
 (
∧
h ∧ X(
∧
h′))→ E2B.
We ﬁrst show that Pn(H(x), bl(x)) is non-empty.
Lemma 50. Suppose h ∈ H(+) and B ∈ (<ω(C × {1, . . . ,K})) and h and B satisfy K5A, i.e.,  'h∗ →
E2B. Then Pn(h,B) is non-empty.
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Proof. Suppose for contradiction that Pn(h,B) is empty. This means that for all h′ ∈ H(+), we have
 (∧ h ∧ X ∧ h′)→ E2B. Since ∨h′∈H(+)∧ h′, as it is just a substitution instance of a proposi-
tional tautology, we have, using a few TL axioms, that ∧ h→∨h′∈H(+)(∧ h ∧ X ∧ h′)).
Putting these facts together gives us ∧ h→ E2B.
Now, suppose that h = h(a, c) so that a ∈ c = h∗. As 'h∗ is just a conjunction of formulas of the
form E and their negations, and EBa is one of the conjuncts, we can use the S5 axioms to show that
 'h∗ → E(Ba ∧ 'h∗).
But clearly,  (Ba ∧ 'h∗)→∧ h. This gives us  'h∗ → E2B contradicting K5A. 
As  (∧ H(x) ∧ X ∧ h′)→ E2B for all h′ ∈ Pn(H(x), bl(x)), we also have:
Lemma 51. Suppose h ∈ H(+) and B ∈ (<ω(C × {1, . . . ,K})). Then all the hues in Pn(h,B) are con-
sistent.
Finally, we show that elements of this set can be coherently placed as successor hues:
Lemma 52. Suppose h ∈ H(+) and B ∈ (<ω(C × {1, . . . ,K})) and h′ ∈ Pn(h,B). Then hRX h′.
Proof. Assume h′ ∈ Pn(h,B). Then ∧ h ∧ X ∧ h′ is consistent and we can extend it to an MCS
? say. Let @ = {|X ∈ ?}. This is also an MCS and, as h′ ⊂ @, it is clear that hRX h′ as re-
quired. 
From Pn(H(x), bl(x)) we are going to select a member fairly, i.e., fairly schedule a hue. Say that
all the elements of T which are below x are exactly
x1 < x2 < · · · < xr = x.
This gives us a sequence of hues hi = H(xi). Choose a possible hue hwhich we can put at x+, so that h
has comeup least recently as an hi . That is, for each h ∈ Pn(H(x), bl(x)), put l(h) = max({−1} ∪ {i|h =
hi}). Choose one of the h ∈ Pn(H(x), bl(x)) with the smallest l(h). Say it is h+.
This will be H′(x+).
10.2. The new elements
In order to immediately cure all the E defects introduced by adding this hue as the label of x+,
and hence preserve K3B, we just need to add a few more ≡-related elements witnessing the other
hues of the colour h∗+. We do this.
Say that the hues of h∗+ are exactly h0+, . . . , hn−1+ with h0+ = h+.
We ﬁrst choose new objects z0, . . . , zn−1 ∈ T . Also, for each predecessor xj(j = 1, . . . , r) of x (in-
cluding x = xr itself) and each i = 1, . . . , n− 1, choose a new object zij .
Let T ′ = T ∪ {z0, . . . , zn−1} ∪ {zij|i = 1, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, . . . , r}.
Extend < to <′ as follows:
<′ = <
∪ {(xj , z0)|j = 1, . . . , r}
∪ {(zij , zi)|i = 1, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, . . . , r}
∪ {(zij , zik)|i = 1, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, . . . , r, k = j + 1, . . . , r}.
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Fig. 6. The new elements.
Thus, z0 is the successor of x in (T ′,<′,≡′). Extend ≡ to ≡′ by adding
{(zi, zq)} ∪ {(xj , zij)} ∪ {(zij , xj)} ∪ {(zij , zkj)} ∪ {(y , zij), (zij , y)|y ≡ xj}.
In Fig. 6, we can see the new successor z0 added above x = xr and the grid of n− 1 parallel vertical
towers, each of height r + 1, added along side the old chronicle to preserve K3B and the property
of being an Ockhamist frame (amongst other things).
Let Pioneer′ = Pioneer ∪ {z0} and
PioneerSibling′ = PioneerSibling ∪ {z1, . . . , zn−1}.
As planned, also put H′(zi) = hi+.
We ﬁll in the hues of their predecessors from the top down using “the down and across lemma,”
Lemma 43. That is we choose appropriate hues in the order
H′(z1r), H′(z2r), . . . , H′(z(n−1)r), H′(z1(r−1)), H′(z2(r−1)), . . . , H′(z(n−1)1).
10.3. The new banning record
We also need to decide on what to ban at x+ (and its siblings).
Recall that for any y , if bl(y) is not a preﬁx of bl(y+) then we say that there is an unbanning
at y+.
First, what to unban. Suppose that bl(x) = [(c1, p1), . . . , (cn, pn)].
If H′∗(x+) ∈ Vpi for all i  n then put e = n; otherwise let e be such that H′∗(x+) ∈ Vpe+1 but
H′∗(x+) ∈ Vpi for all i  e. Then, we are only going to keep (at most) [(c1, p1), . . . , (ce, pe)] in the new
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banned list. Recall that any pairs from (ce+2, pe+2) onwards are unbanned because their banning is
deemed to be dependent on the banning of (ce+1, pe+1) which is now rescinded.
Now, let us consider whether we want to ban anything new. The general idea is to newly ban
(H′∗(x+), p) at x+ (and its siblings) if and only if H′∗(x+) ∈ Up and there are points y < z < x+ such
that
• the period (y , z) contained no unbannings and was over eH steps long (we will see later that this
is long enough for the process of cycling through hues to have covered all hues it will ever get to)
and
• no colour in Vp appeared between y and x+.
The order of listing these new banned pairs is determined by which Vp came up least recently in
the past: the least recent ones go into the list ﬁrst. Say that the order so determined for the new pairs
is [(H′∗(x+), q1), . . . , (H′∗(x+), ql)]. Recall that the purpose of this ordering as stipulated in K4B is to
reﬂect a conditionality on the banning.
All the new banned pairs are added after the ones surviving from bl(x). However, some of the
new banned pairs might be more important to put earlier in the new banned list than some sur-
viving (ci, pi) pairs. We just need to look at q1 versus p1, . . . , pe. Suppose that in the past of x, the
latest appearance of Vq1 , if there was one, was before the latest appearance of Vpf (f  e) but af-
ter (or equal to) the latest appearance of Vpi for each i < f . Alternatively, suppose that there has
been no appearance of Vq1 or Vpi for each i < f but that Vpf has appeared. In either of those cases
we throw away (cf , pf ), . . . , (ce, pe) as well. We might say that (cf , pf ), . . . , (ce, pe) are usurped by
(H′∗(x+), q1), . . . , (H′∗(x+), ql). Note that this counts as an unbanning.
If, in the past of x, the latest appearance of Vq1 was not strictly before the latest appearance of
Vqe then we do not throw away any extra pairs. Put f = e + 1.
The new banned list is
bl
′
(x+) = [(c1, p1), . . . , (cf−1, pf−1), (H′∗(x+), q1), . . . , (H′∗(x+), ql)].
The banned list at all the siblings of x+ is the same as that at x+.
Note that we will see soon (in Lemma 54) that no successor hue can be a hue of a currently
banned colour: thus the colours we newly ban at a particular point are not already in the banned
list.
To preserve K4C we put bl
′
(zij) = bl(xj) for each i, j.
10.4. Checking we have a chronicle
We check that (T ′,<′,≡′, H′, bl′,Pioneer′,PioneerSibling′,X0) is a new chronicle: it certainly ex-
tends T.
It is clear that (T ′,<′,≡′) is a ﬁnite ﬂoored Ockhamist frame satisfying K6A and K6B. K6C and
K6D hold by construction.
K0 continues to hold and K1 holds as the new hues we have used as labels were all chosen to be
consistent.
K2 follows from Lemma 52(part 3) and our down-and-across construction.
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K3A–K4D and K5D all hold by construction.
It remains to check that K5A, K5B and K5C continue to hold. First K5A. In the next lemma we
establish a sufﬁcient condition for K5A to be preserved. It is a not particularly strong condition,
allowing some ﬂexibility in what we unban and newly ban, but it is clearly satisﬁed by our actual
banning procedure. Lemma 53 is where the LC axiom is used.
Lemma 53. Suppose that h, h′ ∈ H(+) and B,B′ ∈ <ω(C × {1, . . . ,K}).
Suppose that h′ ∈ Pn(h,B).
Suppose that B = [(c1, p1), . . . , (cn, pn)] and
B′ = [(c1, p1), . . . , (cm, pm), (h′∗, q1), . . . , (h′∗, ql)],
with h′∗ not in Vpi for all i = 1, . . . ,m and h′∗ in Uqi for all i = 1, . . . , l.
Then  'h′∗ → E2B′ .
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that  'h′∗ → E2B′ , i.e., that choosing the hue h′ will inevitably
lead to the new banning condition B′ being contravened.
If m = 0 then put  = false and otherwise put
 = X((¬=p1)U'c1) ∨ X((¬=p1 ∧ ¬=p2)U'c2) ∨ · · · ∨ X((¬=p1 ∧ ¬=p2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬=pm)U'cm)
and if l = 0 put ′ = false and otherwise put
′ =
l∨
i=1
X



 m∧
j=1
¬=pj ∧
i∧
j=1
¬=qj

U'h′∗

 .
Thus, 2B′ = ;1 ∨  ∨ ′ and our assumption is  'h′∗ → E(;1 ∨  ∨ ′).
Some basic uses of Lemma 28 give us
 ('h′∗ ∧ ¬E;1 ∧ ¬E)→ E′.
If l = 0 we thus have 'h′∗ ∧ ¬E;1 ∧ ¬E inconsistent. The bulk of the rest of the proof will establish
that this holds for l > 0 as well. So assume for now that l > 0.
Let  = 'h′∗ ∧ ¬E;1 ∧ ¬E, and  = ¬=p1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬=pm ∧ ¬=q1 so that AT gives us  E→ E′.
We also have for each j,
 X



 m∧
i=1
¬=pi ∧
j∧
i=1
¬=qi

U'h′∗

→ X
((
m∧
i=1
¬=pi ∧ ¬=q1
)
U'h′∗
)
.
Thus,  ′ → X((E)U'h′∗) and so  E→ EX((E)U'h′∗).
Now,  will hold at any point with hue h′ which is also the successor of a point with banned
list B (or even just the m-long preﬁx of B). We have thus just established that an ≡-class of points
containing one satisfying  must begin a ﬁnite path witnessing ′. The next few steps of the proof
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will show that such a path will not pass through Vp1 , . . . , Vpm , Vq1 (i.e.,  will constantly hold) and
will end up at another point satisfying .
From  E→ EX((E)U'h′∗), Lemmas 27 and 28 allow us to deduce that  E→
EX((E)U('h′∗ ∧ (¬E;1 ∨ E;1))). Further uses, distributing connectives over disjunction gives us
 E→ (EX((E)U('h′∗ ∧ ¬E;1)) ∨ EX((E)U('h′∗ ∧ E;1))).
As  FE;1 → E;1 and  E→ ¬E;1, it follows that
 E→ EX((E)U('h′∗ ∧ ¬E;1)).
Now,  EX((E)U('h′∗ ∧ ¬E;1 ∧ E))→ E and so we can similarly conclude that
 E→ EX((E)U(E)).
Intuitively, any point with hue h′ which is also the successor of a point with banned list B must
begin a ﬁnite path avoiding Vp1 , . . . , Vpm , Vq1 and ending at another such point. What follows is a use
of the LC axiom to allow us to deduce that such a point begins an inﬁnite sequence of such ﬁnite
paths joined end to end.
By generalization, we have
 AG(E→ EX((E)U(E)))
and so modus ponens and the LC axiom give us
 E→ EG((E)U(E)).
The inﬁnite path is clearly bad: a short proof using the TL system gives us
 G((E)U(E))→ ;1
as h′∗ is in Uq1 and not in Vq1 . This needs the assumption that Vq1 ∩ Uq1 = ∅ (Lemma 31).
Putting these together, we get
 E→ E;1
which, by using Lemma 28, gives us
 ('h′∗ ∧ ¬E;1 ∧ ¬E)→ E;1.
Thus, as in the case with l = 0, 'h′∗ ∧ ¬E;1 ∧ ¬E is inconsistent when l > 0 as well. As∧ h′ →
'h′∗ ,
∧
h′ ∧ ¬E;1 ∧ ¬E is also inconsistent in all cases. The proof continues with l = 0 or l > 0.
The following claimgivesusa contradiction toh′ ∈ Pn(h,B). The claim is that (∧ h ∧ X ∧ h′)→
E2B, i.e., h′ ∈ Pn(h,B).
Proof. From above we have, ∧ h′ → E(;1 ∨ ).
Also, ash′∗ is not inanyVpj ,
∧
h′ →∧mj=1¬=pj and so∧ h′ → E(;1 ∨∨mj=1((∧ji=1¬=pi )U'cj )).
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By AX,  XEK→ EXK (for any K), so
 X
∧
h′ → E

X;1 ∨ m∨
j=1
X



 j∧
i=1
¬=pi

U'cj



 .
And  X;1 → ;1 so  (∧ h ∧ X ∧ h′)→ E(;1 ∨ ). It is clear that  E(;1 ∨ )→ E2B and the
claim is proved. 
Thus, we have our contradiction: it is not acceptable to choose the hue h′ at a successor to a point
with banned list B. The proof above has established that the hue h′ necessarily begins a fullpath
which is either bad or satisﬁes . 
Now, we must show that K5B continues to hold. First consider x which we have just given a
successor.
Lemma 54. If (c, p) occurs in bl(x) then we do not have H′∗(x+) = c.
Proof.Assumeotherwise and suppose that bl(x) = [(c1, p1), . . . , (cn, pn)] . AsH′(x+) ∈ Pn(H, bl(x)), we
have ∧ H(x) ∧ X ∧ H′(x+)→ E(;1 ∧ (¬=p1)U'c1 ∧ · · · ∧ (¬=p1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬=pn)U'cn) and H′∗(x+) =
cj for some j.
Now, we cannot have ¬=p1 , . . . ,¬=pj all in H(x) because then

∧
H(x) ∧ X
∧
H′(x+)→ ((¬=p1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬=pj )U'cj ).
Thus, there is some i  j with ¬=pi ∈ H(x), i.e., H∗(x) is in Vpi . Thus, (ci, pi) would have been un-
banned at x if it was in the banned list of the predecessor of x. The only way it could be in bl(x) is if
it was put in at x. Thus, ci is H∗(x) and ci in Upi .
So any hue of ci which is supposed to be consistent contains both >i and =i . This contradicts the
fact (Lemma 31) that  ¬(>i ∧ =i). 
K5B continues to hold for any old points. It remains to check it for the zij as the zj do not have
successors. However, bl
′
(zij) = bl(xj), by deﬁnition, and H′∗(zij) = H∗(xj), by the construction using
the down and across lemma, so we just need to call on K5B for xi to give us our result.
From Lemma 54 we can see that K5C also continues to hold. This is because the pairs (c, p)
which are added into the banned list bl
′
(x+) all have c = H′∗(x+). By Lemma 54, such pairs do not
appear amongst the pairs which are inherited from bl(x). We also do not add repeats amongst the
new pairs.
11. The limit
If we begin with the simple starting chronicle described above (Lemma 47) and continue to cure
defects, i.e., add successor points, using Lemma 48 in such a way that every point eventually gets a
successor, then we clearly end up with a chronicle.
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The limit chronicle has a few extra properties:
Lemma 55.We can construct a chronicle
(T ,<,≡, H, bl,Pioneer,PioneerSibling,X0)
such that (T ,<,≡) is a (× W)-frame (with W = X0/≡) and:
L1 every point has an immediate successor; and
L2 every point has a pioneer above it.
For each t ∈ X0/≡, deﬁne t0 = t and each tn+1 = t+n .
For each s ∈ T we can ﬁnd t ∈ X0/≡, and n < ω such that (1) s = tn and (2) if u ≡ s then u = vn
for some v ∈ X0/≡.
The following lemma is useful for stopping certain downwards inductions.
Lemma 56. If t ≡ X0 then Y true is inconsistent with H(t).
Proof. Y true   and ¬Y true ∈ H(X0) which is consistent. By Lemma 41, ¬Y true ∈ H(t). 
11.1. A Kripke structure
Now, we use the standard correspondence between a (× W)-frame and a bundled ω-tree (as
described above in Section 4). The tree can be seen as a Kripke structure (as per Deﬁnition 20) and
this will be our model.
Let S = T/≡. Deﬁne R ⊆ S × S by sRs′ iff there is some t ∈ s with t+ ∈ s′. This is total. Deﬁne
g : S → ℘(L) by p ∈ g(s) iff there is some t ∈ s with p ∈ H(t). Thus, (S ,R, g) is a Kripke structure.
For each t ∈ T we shall write [t] for the ≡-class t/≡ ∈ S of t.
Recall that for each t ∈ [X0] we have deﬁned a sequence t0, t1, . . . by t0 = t and ti+1 = t+i . This
gives us a fullpath up(t) = 〈[t0], [t1], [t2], . . .〉 in (S ,R) starting at [X0].
It is important to realize that the up(t) are generally not the only fullpaths through the Kripke
structure (S ,R). As we have seen in the example in Section 4, there may be other “emergent” full-
paths. Recall that a fullpath through (S ,R) is any sequence 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 from S such that each siRsi+1.
It may not be possible to ﬁnd some t ∈ s0 such that each ti is in si . A lot of the work we have done
and we still have to do will be to make sure that we can handle these emergent fullpaths along with
the constructed up(t) ones in the truth lemma.
For any fullpath b starting at [X0] note that if u ∈ bi then there is t ≡ X0 such that u = ti .
11.2. Properties of fullpaths
By K3A and K4C, we can deﬁne H∗([t]) = H∗(t) and bl([t]) = bl(t) and these are well-deﬁned.
We will talk of colour-index pairs becoming newly banned and unbanned along a fullpath and of
lulls (in unbanning) along a fullpath. These terms are deﬁned in the analogous way to the respective
terms for points in the chronicles in terms of the banned lists bl(si) and bl(si+1) at successive pairs
of ≡-classes (si, si+1) along a fullpath.
Thus, we have, for all fullpaths b through (S ,R), for each i < ω, if s = bi and s′ = bi+1 then:
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L4A If (c, p) occurs in bl(s) then:
(1) c ∈ Up ;
(2) c has appeared at or below s (i.e., c = H∗(bj) for some j  i); and
(3) there is a lull in unbanning reaching its eH th step before s such that no colour in Vp appears
between the start of the lull and s;
L4B If (d , q) precedes (c, p) in bl(s) then: (1) the most recent appearance of Vq (if any) before bi is
below (or equal to) the most recent appearance of Vp ; and (2) if there is no appearance of Vp
before s then there is no appearance of Vq before s.
L4D If (c, p) appears in bl(s) but (c, p) does not appear in bl(s′) then there is (c′, p ′) preceding or
equal to (c, p) in bl(s) such that either:
(1) H∗(s′) ∈ Vp ′ ; or
(2) there is r = 1, . . . ,K such that H∗(s′) ∈ Vr and the most recent appearance of a col-
our in Vr below s is strictly below the most recent appearance of any colour in Vp ′
below s.
L5B If (c, p) occurs in bl(s) and sRs′ then H∗(s′) /= c.
L5C No (c, p) occurs more than once in bl(s).
L5D If (c, p) is newly banned at s′ then H∗(s′) = c.
11.3. Universal non-badness
The properties L4A–L5D are exactly what is needed of the banning record to tell us (via
Lemmas 45 and 46) that no fullpaths, not even emergent ones, are bad. That is, along any
fullpath in (S ,R) we do not have some i = 1, . . . ,K such that there are an inﬁnite number of
labels along the fullpath containing a colour from Ui but only a ﬁnite number containing one
from Vi .
Lemma 57. Suppose 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 is a fullpath through in (S ,R).
Then there are inﬁnitely many different pairs of indices (j, k) such that k  j + eH and there is no
unbanning at any t ∈ si with j  i < k; i.e., there are inﬁnitely many lulls.
Also, we do not have some i = 1, . . . ,K such that there are an inﬁnite number of js with H∗(sj) in Ui
but only a ﬁnite number of js with H∗(sj) in Vi.
In this subsection, we note the consequences for the sequence of formulas of the form A along
fullpaths. These are crucial observations to allow the truth lemma to work.
In order to use the “no bad fullpaths” prohibition and the equivalence between squash(;1) and
¬squash(;0) we need to read the labels along fullpaths as being ω-structures. First, we clarify how
a linear formula on sequences of subsets of acl
−−−−
can be evaluated along a fullpath through the
Kripke structure.
Deﬁnition 58.Given a fullpath b through (S ,R), deﬁne the acl
−−−−
ω-structure determined by the labels
along b to be the ω-sequence  of subsets of acl
−−−−
given by AB ∈ i iff there is some t′i ∈ bi such that
AB ∈ H(t′i ).
Recall ;1 =∨Ki=1(FG¬=i ∧ GF>i) and =i = unsquash(i) and >i = unsquash(i). Via the next
few lemmas we show that colour labels along b being in Ui or Vi correspond to i or i hold-
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ing at the corresponding index in . Compare this with Lemma 26 in [25] where state atoms
being in labels correspond to that paper’s automaton being in that state as it travels along the
branch.
Lemma 59. Suppose that  is the acl
−−−−
ω-structure determined by the labels along fullpath b through
(S ,R).
Suppose that ' is a subformula of one of the i or i or a negation of one. Thus, ' is a TLP formula
and uses only atoms from acl()
−−−−−
.
For all j < ω, , j |= ' iff for any, or equivalently all, u ∈ bj , we have unsquash(') ∈ H(u).
Proof.We prove this by induction on the construction of ' .
A,⇔Use the deﬁnition of  and Lemma 41.
true,¬' , ' ∧ B,⇔By the maximal consistency of hues.
Y' ,⇒If , j |= Y' then j > 0 and , j − 1 |= ' . By the inductive hypothesis for every u ∈ bj−1 we have
unsquash(') ∈ H(u). Given v ∈ bj there must be some t ≡ X0 such that v = tj and tj−1 ∈ bj−1.
As H(tj−1)RX H(tj) and unsquash(') ∈ H(tj−1), wemust have unsquash(Y') = Y unsquash(') ∈
H(tj) as required.
Y' ,⇐If unsquash(Y') = Y unsquash(') ∈ H(tj) then j > 0 (byLemma56) andunsquash(') ∈ H(tj−1).
By the inductive hypothesis, , j − 1 |= ' and we have , j |= Y' as required.
'SB,⇔These involve a straightforward induction similar to the Y' case and using axiom LPZ-
P09. 
Lemma 60. Suppose that  is the acl
−−−−
ω-structure determined by the labels along fullpath b through
(S ,R).
Then for all j < ω, for all i = 1, . . . , k , , j |= i iff H∗(bj) ∈ Vi and , j |= i iff H∗(bj) ∈ Ui.
Proof. , j |= ¬i implies for all u ∈ bj , unsquash(¬i) ∈ H(u). Then ¬=i ∈ H(u) so that =i ∈ H(u)
and H∗(bj) = H∗(u) ∈ Vi . 
In the end all we need from all the prohibitions against bad fullpaths is an assurance that if the
atom A is in a label along a fullpath then the sequence of other As in labels makes squash() hold
here:
Lemma 61. Suppose that  is the acl
−−−−
ω-structure determined by the labels along fullpath b through
(S ,R).
Then for all N < ω, ,N |= A implies ,N |= squash().
Proof. Suppose not for contradiction. So
, 0 |= G
∧
∈cl()
(A' → squash(')).
So , 0 |= ¬squash(;0). So , 0 |= squash(;1) and , 0 |=∨Ki=1(FG¬i ∧ GFi). Thus, there is some
i = 1, . . . ,K such that eventually always , j |= ¬i and inﬁnitely often , j |= i . By the previous
lemma, along b, labels are in Vi only ﬁnitely often while labels are inUi inﬁnitely often. By universal
non-badness (Lemma 57) this cannot happen.
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11.4. Hue scheduling
An easy graph-theoretic result in [25] tells us that if there is no unbanning going on, it takes
eH = 2|H(+)| steps to try all the possible hues which are ever going to come up. Here, we will use
it to establish that our construction fulﬁlls eventualities. The past operators play no part in this
subsection and so the results are as in [25].
Let x0 be a point in our limit construction. Suppose that its successors are xn+1 = x+n . Let hi = H(xi)
for each i. Suppose that the banned list bl(xi) at xi is Li .
We show that, if there is no unbanning between x0 and xN—i.e., L0  L1  · · ·  LN (preﬁx in-
clusion)—and eH  N then there is i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , eH } such that hi = hN .
Lemma 62. Suppose that  = 〈h0, h1, . . .〉 is a ﬁnite or inﬁnite sequence of hues from H(+) and
〈L0,L1, . . .〉 is a sequence of elements of C × {1, . . . ,K} such that
(1) each hi+1 ∈ Pn(hi,Li),
(2) each Li  Li+1,
(3) each hi+1 is either new or is the least recent member of Pn(hi,Li) to show up.
Then {hi|i < ||} ⊆ {hi|i < eH }.
Proof. For all i, for all h let Ei(h) = Pn(h,Li). As Li  Li+1,  2Li → 2Li+1 and so Ei+1(h) ⊆ Ei(h).
Thus, (H(+),E) is an evaporating graph in the terminology of [25] and Lemma 21 in that paper
gives us the result. 
Lemma 63. If t ∈ X0/≡,N < ω and U ∈ H(tN ) then there is M  N with  ∈ H(tM ).
Proof. Assume not for contradiction. So for all m  N , ¬ ∈ H(tm). By LPZ-F09, the deﬁnition of
RX and K2, for all m  n, both  and U are in H(tm).
If we follow up(t) up high enough then all the points in up(t) above there will be pioneers (L2
and K6B). By the inﬁnite lulls Lemma 57 there are lulls starting even higher. Choose any one lull
starting above tN and containing only pioneers. We work with only pioneers because we need to
use properties of fair scheduling of hues and in other areas of the structure hues are not necessarily
chosen fairly: they may be chosen by the down and across construction.
Say that the banned list at the end of the lull (i.e., after eH steps) is B. Because there is no unban-
ning during the lull, the banning restrictions become stricter and colours which are allowed by B are
allowed all through the lull. The general idea now is to consider a hypothetical construction which
continues, after the end of the lull, fairly choosing a sequence of hues under the assumption that the
banning list remains ﬁxed as B. We use the fair scheduling idea to conclude that any hue which can
ever come up above here must have come up during the lull. Because U is a consequence of the
hues here (so  should come up in the future) but so is ¬ (so  does not come up) we will derive
our contradiction.
Say that the lull starts at tn and so extends to tn+eH . For i = n, . . . , n+ eH , put Bi = bl(ti) and
hi = H(ti). Let B = Bn+eH , the banned list at the end of the lull. We have assumed that ,U and¬ are in each hue hi with n  i  n+ eH . We can also conclude (from K4A part 3) that for any
such hue h, for any pair (c, p) occurring in B, h is not in Vp . Let Q = {p = 1, . . . , k| there is some c ∈
C such that (c, p) appears in B}.
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To derive a contradiction we need to consider the set of hues which would come up inﬁnitely
often if we continued forever fair scheduling of hues respecting a ﬁxed banning condition B. So
now we see how to recursively choose hi for each i  n+ eH such that  'h∗i → E2B. The inductive
hypothesis (ih) that we can do so holds for i = n+ eH . Assume (ih) true for i  n+ eH . By Lemma
50, Pn(hi,B) is non-empty. Select hi+1 ∈ Pn(hi,B) fairly in terms of the previous hj(j = n, . . . , i). We
also know that hi+1 is not in any Vp for p ∈ Q: Lemma 62 implies that hi+1 has come up during the
lull in the actual construction and we have just seen that it is impossible that such a p is mentioned
in B. By Lemma 53, the inductive hypothesis (ih) holds for i + 1.
We put I = {h ∈ H+|h = hi for inﬁnitely many i}.
By the hue scheduling Lemma 62, all the hues in I came up during the lull in the actual construc-
tion, i.e., as hi for some i with n  i  n+ eH . Thus, we have
(V 1) for all h ∈ I , ,U and ¬ are in h;
(V 2) for all h ∈ I , h is not in Vp for any p ∈ Q;
(V 3) for all h ∈ I , ∧ h→ E2B (from ih and the fact that  'h∗ → E∧ h).
Let  =∨h∈I ∧ h: so  says that a point satisﬁes one of the hues in I . Fair scheduling allows us
to conclude that  must be preserved from point to successor unless we contravene the B restric-
tion:
Lemma 64.
 → (X ∨ E2B).
Proof. Suppose not, i.e., there is anMCS? extending  ∧ ¬E2B ∧ ¬X. Let@ be theMCS containing
{B|XB ∈ ?}. Let h1 = ? ∩ hcl+ and h2 = @ ∩ hcl+. It is clear that h1 ∈ I but h2 ∈ I . We are done if
we show that h2 ∈ Pn(h1,B): if h1 comes up inﬁnitely often then so should h2 and this would imply
that h2 should be in I .
For contradiction suppose that ∧ h1 ∧ X ∧ h2 → E2B. But then ? would be inconsistent. 
The rest of this argument is a fairly straightforward proof theoretic version of the idea that it
is contradictory to have  holding forever when it implies  is both eventually true and nev-
er true. The only complication is the constant assumption associated with the banning condi-
tion.
By V2, we have  →∧p∈Q ¬=p so that some simple uses of Lemmas 28 and 27 gives us ( ∧ XE2B)→ E2B.
Combining this with Lemma 64 gives us
 ( ∧ ¬E2B)→ X( ∧ ¬E2B).
By generalization and LPZ-F08,   ∧ ¬E2B → G.
We have noted in V1 that ,U and ¬ are all in each h ∈ I . Thus, each ∧ h→ ( ∧ (U) ∧
¬). Thus,  → ( ∧ (U) ∧ ¬). Thus,  ( ∧ ¬E2B)→ ((U) ∧ G¬). By LPZ-F10,  →
E2B. Now, choose any h ∈ I . Thus, ∧ h→  and so ∧ h→ E2B contradicting V3.
So we are done. 
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12. Truth lemma
K0 and the truth lemma below completes our completeness proof as we can deduce
(S ,R, g), up(X0), 0 |= .
Lemma 65. For each  ∈ cl, for each t ∈ T such that t ≡ X0, for each N < ω,
 ∈ H(tN ) iff (S ,R, g), up(t),N |= 
Proof. By induction on the construction of . The cases of true,¬, ∧  are straightforward.
p , (⇒):As up(t)N is just the ≡-class of tN , p ∈ g(up(t)N ).
p , (⇐):So there is some t′ ≡ tN such that p ∈ H(t′). By K1, K3A and Lemma 41, p ∈ H(tN ).
X, (⇒):By K2 and L1,  ∈ H(tN+1). By the inductive hypothesis (IH),
(S ,R, g), up(t),N + 1 |= . By deﬁnition of up and the semantics of X , (S ,R, g), up(t),N |= X
as required.
X, (⇐):So (S ,R, g), up(t),N + 1 |= . By the inductive hypothesis,  ∈ H(tN+1). By K2, K1 and
Lemma 39, X ∈ H(tN ) as required.
U, (⇒):Say that U ∈ H(tN ). We are going to use the fair scheduling idea to show that  must
turn up in some H(ti) with i  N and  in all the labels in between.
If  ∈ H(tN ) then, by IH, (S ,R, g), up(t),N |=  and we have our result.
Otherwise, as H(tN ) is consistent we have  ∈ H(tN ) by axiom LPZ-F09. Also by K2,
H(tN )RX H(tN+1). Thus, there areMCSs? and@ such thatH(tN ) ⊆ ?,?RX@ andH(tN+1) ⊆ @.
By LPZ-F09 we must have  ∨ ( ∧ X(U)) ∈ ?. As we have assumed that  ∈ ?, we have
X(U)) ∈ ?. By deﬁnition of RX , U ∈ @. Thus, U ∈ H(tN+1).
Continuing in this way we either ﬁnd some n > N such that  ∈ H(tn) and for all j, if N 
j < n then  ∈ H(tj) (which means we are done) or ,U and¬ are in each H(ti) for i  N .
Lemma 63 rules out this latter case.
U, (⇐):Suppose that (S ,R, g), up(t),N |= U. Say up(t) = 〈s0, s1, s2, . . .〉 which are the classes of
t = t0 < t1 < t2 < · · ·, respectively.
So there is i  N such that (S ,R, g), up(t), i |=  and for any j, if 0  j < i then (S ,R, g), up(t),
j |= .
By IH,  ∈ H(ti). If i = 0 then we are done. Otherwise, if 0  j < i then  ∈ H(tj) and with-
out loss of generality we can assume ¬ ∈ H(tj). Also  ∈ H(t0). Suppose for contradiction
that ¬(U) ∈ H(t0). By LPZ-F09, ¬(U) ∈ H(t1). Continuing in this way we show that
¬(U) ∈ H(ti) and  ∈ H(ti) contrary to LPZ-F09.
Y, (⇒):AssumeY ∈ H(tN ).We cannot haveN = 0 as, byLemma56,Y true is inconsistentwithH(t0).
So N > 0 and using K2 and Lemma 27, we can deduce that  ∈ H(tN−1). By the inductive
hypothesis, (S ,R, g), up(t),N − 1 |= . We have (S ,R, g), up(t),N |=  as required.
Y, (⇐):Assume (S ,R, g), up(t),N |=  so we have N > 0 and (S ,R, g),
up(t),N − 1 |= . By IH,  ∈ H(tN−1) and K2 and Lemma 27 give us Y ∈ H(tN ) as required.
S, (⇒):Assume S ∈ H(tN ). If we extend H(tN ) to an MCS ? then by LPZ-P09 we must have
 ∨ ( ∧ Y(S)) ∈ ?.
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If N = 0 then it is inconsistent to have Y true in ? so we must have  ∈ ? and so in H(tN ). By
the IH we are done.
Otherwise, extend H(tN ) to anMCS ? and H(tN−1) to anMCS@ such that@RX?. Either we
have  ∈ ? (and so in H(tN ) when the IH gives us the result) or both  and Y(S) are in ?.
We deduce that  ∈ H(tN ) and S ∈ H(tN−1).
Continuing in this waywe have a ﬁnite inductionwhichmust terminate because Y(S) is in-
consistent with H(t0). We conclude that that there isM such that 0  M  N with  ∈ H(tM )
and for all J , if M < J  N then  ∈ H(tJ ). The IH gives us (S ,R, g), up(t),N |= S as re-
quired.
S, (⇐):By the IH, there is M such that 0  M  N with  ∈ H(tM ) and for all J , if M < J  N
then  ∈ H(tJ ).
By LPZ-P09, S ∈ H(tM ). A straightforward induction using the IH and LPZ-P09 and K2
gives us S ∈ H(tJ ) for each J with M < J  N . So we have S ∈ H(tN ) as required.
A, (⇒):Say A is in H(tN ). Now, given any fullpath b with bN = (up(t))N construct the acl−−−−ω-
structure  determined by the labels of b. Thus, A ∈ N and ,N |= A.
By Lemma 61, ,N |= squash(). The next lemma shows that
(S ,R, g), b,N |=  and thus (S ,R, g), up(t),N |= A as required.
This lemma is partly just the observation that the truth of PCTL* formulas along fullpaths
is determined by the linear arrangement of truth of A subformulas along the fullpath. We
need the inductive hypothesis in the truth lemma to relate truth of these formulas to the
contents of labels (which is how  is deﬁned). That (S ,R, g), b,N |=  follows from:
Lemma 66. for all linear temporal combinations  of the subformulas of , for all i,
, i |= squash() iff (S ,R, g), b, i |= .
Proof. By induction on the construction of . The cases of true, atoms, negation, conjunction, X , Y ,
U and S are immediate. This leaves the case of A being a subformula of .
If , i |= A then A ∈ H(t′i ) for any/all t′ ∈ [X0]with t′i ∈ bi . By the inductive hypothesis IH, (S ,R, g),
up(t′), i |= A and so (S ,R, g), b, i |= A as bi = (up(t′))i .
Conversely, if (S ,R, g), b, i |= A choose any t′ such that t′i ∈ bi . Thus, (up(t′))i = bi so (S ,R, g),
up(t′), i |= A. By IH, we have A ∈ H(t′i ) and by deﬁnition, , i |= A, as required. 
A, (⇐):For contradiction suppose ¬A ∈ H(tN ). By Lemma 42, there is a hue h′ of H∗(tN ) with
¬ ∈ h′. By K3B there is y ∈ T with tN ≡ y and h′ = H(y). As (T ,<,≡) is a × W -frame,
y = t′N for some t′ ∈ [X0] so that¬ ∈ H(t′N ). As tN ≡ t′N we have (up(t))N = (up(t′))N . By
assumption we thus have (S ,R, g), up(t′),N |= . By IH,  ∈ H(t′N ) and we have a contradic-
tion to the consistency of H(t′N ). 
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